Farm, Garden and Household,
Reclaiming

Farm.

a

I'he New England Farmer gives the
xperienee of ("apt. Owens in reclaiming
and rendering productive a worn-out farm
Massachusetts. It says—
We had the pleasure recently of walkig over the premises of an individual
u ho has been at work some live
years endeavoring to reclaim one of the old ‘•runut" Wilmington homesteads. In legitimate farming, and without the spare capital so convenient in all processes of
multiplving the spears of grass on an exhausted" sod.
Mr John Owens purchased this larm in
st,"
It comprises Id acres, with tail*
millings and is situated in the eastern
art of the tow ii. and tw o miles trom the
in the adjoining tow n of Heading.
I In
bargain w as made in the winter,
tail largelv on the representations ut the
seller and the general reputation of the
place for having been in its dax one of the
"i-st farms in the neighborhood.
Fosses
: 'ii
As the
was taken in April
lsti;l
low
wont otf and the frost came out of
v

ground, ihe farm presented a much
favorable aspect than the buyer had
aojied td see. in the sterile appearanee
.•t the mowing holds ho w as much disapanted,

and

<

feared that

Owens

apt.

might be better reasons than lie had
ip|"'sed for the sympathy which he un'I' r-tood soli)" of his neighbors had c\ressed lor his misfortune in having made
■mighty hard bargain" when he agreed
a. iv

pay sj.Nnn for the larm, stock and
",ls. -including a horse, two cows, one
"•iter, &c
s.
much t'nr the lann : ami now a few
u
■)-.!- In way of introducing the farmer.

aptain Owens was in boyhood indentured
an apprentice to a farmer in England,

I
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is marketed

as

with whom he served live years, lie then
limicd sailor, ami for thirty years followed
the s.aa; passing through the v arious
grades irom '-green hand" to command1 Miring tin- late war he enlisted in
ant
tie natal service, and m ISli.i was dislit kept a
iiaiged as acting ensign.
ardiug-liouse in Be-tou long enough to
n v eitv
life to the satisfaction of himself
o

and
a

family
son

on a

Viler this he worked one
farm before making his Wil-

mington purchase.
V dairy
and butter making were the
tiling purposes had in v iew in the purtasc of this farm.
amount of English

scarcely
it'iil It

tainly

exceeded
winter a large lot of

first y ear

Mil
if.

But the tirst year the
cut on the place
two tons,—not stifli-

hay

season

<

apt.

() wells

with three

cows

cer-

com me

need

cows

and

a

hired

three times

a

week,

transported by the Maine railroad

Heading

being
from

to Boston.

Seasonable

Receipts.

By
1

the

River.

-itling alum* by 1 lie river.
And tlie willows arc sweeping its brink;
The shadows of twilight are falling,
A- 1 -it l>y the river and think.
am

The shadows of the twilight grow deeper;
The river i< fading from sight;
I can see the gray willows no longer.
And 1 am alone with tin* night.

ITiTMliF.i: Sal.vi).
The Hearth and
Home says : We have just prepared our la darkness and gloom, noble river,
Thou art
floating away:
winter's supply of cucumber salad, and In darknessnoiselessly
and gloom 1 am floating.
this is how we made it: There were about
And whither, O say! do I stray ?
a dozen
ripe White Spine encumbers lying The learning of Plato and Paseal
on their vines,
and these we picked,
l> madly at work in my brain;
washed, pared, cut into strips, taking nut i uin satisfied about nothing.—
the seeds, and then to each dozen cucumI feel and 1 reason in vain.
bers, which we cut up into pieces like I>.h justi»*e ovist? Oh, where is it?
small dice, we put twelve large white
Mili the heart of the tyrant is stone,
onions, chopped; six large green peppers, Still hi- victims are toiling, despairing;
still
In heeds not, lie hears not, their moan.
also chopped; one (piarter pound each
black and white mustard seed, ami a gill Tis sain that you tell me, hereafter
of celery seed.
These things are not to ho so;
These were all mixed
are only aide to reason
together, a teacup of coarse suit added, WeFrom
that which wo see and we know.
and they were then hung up in a cotton
For
centuries
to
Then
drain
for
hours.
long have the curses
bag
twenty-tour
of the heart-broken pierced to the skies;
the salad, with enough cold eider vinegar
F<.r cent uries long has no answer
added to cover it, was put into stone jars
Returned to their desolate cries.
and fastened nearly air-tight. In six weeks
it will be lit for use. We found the recipe If I call upon Nature for comfort.
It is silent and grim as the grave;
in an old paper some years ago. and it has
The winds will not stop at my question—
proved one of the nicest pickles we ever
No reply from the long-sounding wave.
used.
It looks as well as it tastes, so
And the -tar-, as they glitter above.
white ami crisp, and makes an excellent
Pure and calm as tie* flakes of the snow,
salad tor a joint of cold meat.
Look as cold on the sorrows of mortals
A- they looked in the years long ago.
'll) I’ll Kl.h
till Mlil-.lis.
Take

(iltKKN
uniform si/e, wash, jml in
a
porcelain kettle, cover with cold water,
add a little salt; set it on the stove, let it
heat gradualh and lioil live minutes; then
drain utf all the water add good vinegar:
to one gallon ot vinegar add one cup of
molasses, one tablespoonful cloves, do.
cinnamon; let boil live minutes; remove
to an earthen or stone dish; pour over
them the hot vinegar: cover tight : when
cold they are ready for use. 1 never use
any acids, nor cook in brass to make them
look green, considering both injurious to
health. When we prepare them tor winter.
I w ash and scald my barrel to make it perfectly clean, cover the bottom with salt,
wash the cucumbers in plenty of cold
water, lay i n a lay er of cucumbers : sprinkle
with salt and so continue, putting in
small

lines

of

a

<>h give me! oh give me m\ childhood.
The unquestioning faith that was there,
When I knelt at tin* feet of my mother.
And gently she taught me my prayer.
I

-itting alone by the river.
And the willows are sweeping its brink;
The twilight lias deepened to midnight.
am

A ml I -it

b>

lie river and think.

Through the Heart.
IIV

1>H.

A. .IANK.

There was a great party gathering at
supper in tile ( lay santhemum Club, which,
a>
everybody knows, is in Broadway,
nearly opposite the St. John’s Hotel. Some
ten or a dozen young men were seated

round a long table, some busily stewing
oysters in silver dialing-dishes, others
mixing wonderful salads, while more were
sipping their Sauterne, and watching the
operations of their companions with a sort
of hungry interest. One could see that it
any
was going to be a late affair, for at the
to come to the top of the brine, thereby
bead ot the table sat Otis liensliawe, and
being exposed to the air, they will rot. wherever lie was found there was
great
These will keep perfectly sound, one, two
laughter, hard drinking, and late hours.
or three
years if desired. When wanted At
lie
was
a
present
encompassed by confor use, soak in cold water, changing
<
set.
genial
liauneey
Messinger, Frank
'ix
covered
while
freshhours; keep
every
Cadelle and a couple of dashing young
to
lade
as
the
has
a
ening,
light
tendency
officers, .just arrived from Canada,
them; when the salt is all drawn out. pre- Kngli-h
and honorary members of the Club, were
pare as green cucumbers, exec]it to cook in themselves
quite enough to keep the
them longer.
ball going.
To Makk Chow-chow
I belonged to the Cloy santhemum—allake half a
bushel of green tomatoes, one dozen though a sober medical man—because it
onions, chopped together: put in a pint ot' was to me a most useful institution. Subsalt : let them stand o\er night ; put them ject to be called out of doors at a moment's
in a colander to drain out the brine; then notice, and in any weather, to witness
cover with good vinegar and cook slowly
some mortal agony, 1 frequently found
half an hour: then drain them and put myself mi my return much exhausted, and
them in a jar. Make a preparation of two in need of some refreshment. The ('liryspounds sugar, (me quart good vinegar, one anlhenntm supplied this need; when all
pint grated horseradish, two tablespoon public places were closed, and even barfuls ground cinnamon, one of allspice, one rooms X oiled their lights, the life of the
of cloves, half a teacup of ground mu
Chrysanthemum began; and, as its doors
lard; boil this up and siir it through the were not closed until three in the morntomatoes while hot : while cooking, w hen ing. and even then the judicious waiters
nearly done, put in half a dozen or more winked at in-comings, there was no place
peppers (according to size) chopped tine : in town suited my purpose better, albeit
green ones are the best, ll onions arc dis- it bail the name of being rather a “last’’
liked they can be omitted, and it. a~ is the concern.
case in our
"Halloo ! Doctor,’' cried Otis Uensliawe
family, allspice is also disliked
that can be left out. and it i- very good. as I entered, having just come front a terWe like it better if cooked until done,
rible death-bed; "just in time for a, capital

Kept three months. But
mere
w as
something else on the farm, alternate
and salt each
vv hieli
though not exactly an animal is ] time of layersnl'eucumbers
putting into the barrel; co\ or u ith
ratha
costly crealure to keep,—a mort- cold
water, laying on a Hat stone to keep
f iS.'idd, vv hieli represented the e\them all under water; if
are allowed
whom

ma t

ne

of the cost of the establishment over
of the means in the hands of
I (it- purchaser.
Oncol the cows purchased with tile estate was so spring-poor
iln

amount

i.■
in
bail keeping and abundance of vermin, that she had to be helped lip oeca-ioiially, and it was some three years bo-

lore the lie,- wciv entirely hajiishcd from
the lull'll.
The s,.cnnl year the Captain found it
advisable to take ill a lew reefs in his sail.
.No lull'd man was engaged, and one cow
w i-old. but the gencial course of the
-hip was not changed. The voyage might
longer than was at tirst anticipated.but
ICrt I lain" was it-destination
flic third year an addition of one cow
was made: and the fourth year a like addition; making three and four as the
number of cows kept these respective
V ears

During these lour years considerable!
bay and grain were purchased. and every
available source of manure carefully bn—

cultivated as
\
landed
tlie manure would properly fertilize, and
Ditches were
at once laid down to grass.
cleaned out : bushes in pasture and mowing grubbed up. and everything was done
that it was possible to do single handed,
No
for ;lu- improvement ol the land.
u. "a
y nr labor has been expended on the
buildings above vvliat i- necessary to keep
them in order, and furnish suitable aceem.datious for the dairy: imr lias any effort been madi to raise the mortgage: the
great object being the improvement of
die laird.
During all tbi- time Hie .'iianulaeturc ol
mueli land

w as

study
gilt-edged butter has been
aeoi'c’h ally
experimentally and practiand husband, wifi- and daughter
dlv
appear to have an equal interest in the
discovery ot any tact m'the development
t am
process by which greater exeelsecured ill this leading pro,. liee
i-ail be
duet ; and each seem equally well satisfied
w ith, and
proud of, the results of their
labors: a< well they may be, when the
present condition of the farm and the
dairv i- compared with what it was four
a

vears

ago.

this is the fifth season of their occupunv
I the farm.
The crop of English hay
estimated at ten toils in place of two
1 here are fair fields of corn,
a
1 still.
All
potatoes, beets, carrots, turnips, Ac.
l which are clear of weeds and of vigorus
growth. This season a hired man is
mployed. and some hay has been cut on
shares, Ac., and about eighteen tons of
nay are boused, and some meadow hayput in stack. From very small patches
ground in the garden $:>fi worth of peas
uid $g’n of early potatoes were, sold this
season.

This farm is now stocked with seven
mileli cows,—Jersey grades on Ayrshire.
Devon and Native stock: one Jersey and
Wishire

heifer,

—

a

beautiful

animal;

three heifer calves: one horse, four swine
uni a 'thick of Brahma hens; all in high
ib'sh and apparently sound health.

But first and foremost are the seven
Besides the milk and butter used
m
a
family of four persons, the butter
.ms

-old

m

the tour

mouths of May, June,
to iSlilt.g'H, or

July and August amounted

average of $1041.07 per month. The
total amount made in that time was 704
From the milk of three cows
lbs. 11 oz.
a
the month of February, $79.9;; worth
f butter was sold.
But the secret of
mi

■

these

comparatively large

sums

is divulg-

ed. partly at least, by the fact that the
butter is sold by the wholesale at (17 cents
a
pound to Messrs, llovey A Co., Faneuil
Hall Market, who retail ir at an advance
ll is delivered three
to their customers,
times a week.
\V*- ilw

not

propo.s

to

onto!'

into details

the. manufacture of this “gilt-edged
nuitor 'at tlie present time.
Neither Air.
< twens nor his
family had any experience
a
dairy matters when they entered upon
this farm, nor do they now claim the possession of any exclusive
knowledge or
patentable processes. They have acted
ii
the best, information to lie obtained
from books, papers and individual dairymen, with hints from dealers, and their
own
experiments. Healthy cows, xvell
kept, daily carded and their sides and udders w iped with a cloth before milking;
milk strained through cloths into clean
and sweet pans; all injurious odors carelull v guarded against, although the hired
man may think il a little hard that lie is
not allowed to smoke his pipe “any where
around;” milk skimmed before it sours or
is so far
changed as to impart to the cream
an
oily substance ; the butter thoroughlywashed in cold water—in one word, everything is done in the best way they know,
though all the time trying to do a little
ui

I letter.
When

Mrs. Owens commenced butter

making, she stamped the balls or “pats'’
with a die which represented a swan.
It
was
engraved on wood, w hich, by being
frequently washed in hot water, finally

cracked

so that it could not be
used. Another pretty design was
but
substituted,
the butter would not sell. Another

with

stamp

somewhat different representation
from that first used, was
procured. Neither did this suit the buyers,
who had become familiar with the old
image of the bird, and suspected some
trick in this slight change in the trademark ot their favorite article. At considerable expense, therefore, they were
obliged to employ- an engraver to re-produce the original swau. And now the
uniformly good quality of the “swan butter” has created a demand in excess of
the supply, and Mr. Owens is urged to increase his product.
This butter is put up in small parcels or
of

a

a

swan

..■

■■■

■■

should attack me ; but, on more than one Englishman by the arm, “w e must
gratify
occasion, disaster has sent me a telegraphic tliis fellow. Stand by me, (farth.” (fartii
announcement, of its inevitable arrival, ll seemed to yield a \
cry unwilling assent,
may be that my profession is such as to
stimulate the perceptions to a high degree
of sensitiveness. We physicians are so accustomed to study the minutest shadows
of expression, the tones of the voice, the
gestures, in short, every movement of the
individual from which to form our diagnosis. that our senses become, as it were,

preternaturally sharpened.

Our lives are
A
on the i/iti rice.

passed, so to speak,
glance of the eye. the twitching of

a mu-

ch', will alien reveal to us that which
weeks of study would still leave us unacquainted with. I saw, therefore in an
instant that a struggle of some nature between these two young men was at hand;
but 1 confess 1 little anticipated the fatal
course events were about to take
To the rest of the company the affair
seemed to have entirely blown over. Otis
Kenshawc and Frank Caddie clinked their
glasses, and each vied with the other in
the boisterousness of their hilarity.
In
spite of the lateness of the hour, 1 could
not tear myself away. The forebodings
of which 1 have .just spoken seemed to
weigh me down and chain me to my seat.

Notwithstanding my fatigue, and the
professional necessity for my keeping

irly hours whenever 1 was able, I still
lingered at the table, sipping m\ burgundy, and listening to thegayety of these
young men with a feverish, watchful car.
“What a jolly ball that was at Mrs.
Stuyvcsant’s !” cried Captain (larth, to
whom

fresh,

American society was <j11ito
“by Jove! ltenshawe, you Ameri-

our

manage to give most delightful parI don't think in all my European experience 1 ever saw such a number of
pretty women."
cans

ties.

“1

think

better

in

French,"

—

—..
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“pats" of six to a pound; 1x11-11 neatly
stamped and ready for the butler-plate of
the tea-table, and as we have already said

illage

ss

Bruin

American women dress
ball-room than even the
said t'adelle. "And as to the
mir

a

English women, although they are very
lovely they always seemed to me to leel

stitV in their clothes as is they were
made of wax, and were afraid to bend less
they may crack."
“Our women have a solid style of dress,
as

certainly,"answeredGarth, laughing goodhumoredly at this attack on lus countrywomen ; "but then they are at least aptheir

You

will
propriate
never see an English
lady walking in
Regent street, by day or night, in what
might be a ball-dress if the bonnet and
mantilla were oil."
“By dove!" cried Mr. Fames, a young
English artillery lieutenant, who was with
Garth. "By dove! I never saw any one
who was cither prettier or better dressed
than .Miss ]>e Eupa, the other night, at
Mrs. Stuyvesant's. if you are the happv
in

costume.

A

[From

Bark

lOt^Years

—

NUMBER

Old.

the

Philadelphia Inquirer. Sept. li. ]
lo-morrow the barque True Love, Cap
and Itenshaw e continued:
Messinger, tain Thomas !\ etherill, owner ami
captain,
you have a-pistol gallery at your house, sails from this
port for Antwerp, with a
bet us settle the affair there, and assassiof
cargo
petroleum, rosin and
nate one another as
quickly as possible. The True Love arrived here turpentine.
some two
Some one send for a couple of
carriages. weeks ago from Greenland, with a
cargo
By dove! doctor." he said, addressing me, of kryolite
consigned to the Pennsylvania
■how lucky that you dropped in
to-night. Salt Manufacturing Company.
Before
Not that 1 think there will lie much room
the news spread that the vessel was
for your skill, though, for we can’t miss long
over a century old and
deep interest in her
very well,' and he smiled faintly. I don't was excited in the
community, thousands
think I ever saw more perfect coolness ex- ot
whom have journeyed to the pier at
hibited by two men under such awful cir- which she
lay, to get a glimpse of the
cumstances than was exhibited by these
quaint and venerable vessel. Believing
two young fellows, who were
as
marching
that a description and
history of the ship
it were to certain death.
and its career would possess at this time
I had striven several times
previously to more than an ordinary interest, the facts,
this to interfere, but my effort were not of
have been obtained and furnished the folthe slightest avail.
Every one present lowing narrative:
seemed to think that there was but one
Built for the merchant trade, she was
remedy for the insult that had passed; launched at
Philadelphia, United States, in
and finding all my conciliatory efforts
the
17G4 and has consequently reached
fruitless, 1 determined to see the thing the year
patriarchal age of lo'.l years. Having
out, in the hope of being able to render
proved to be a handy swift-sailing craft,
some assistant e.
1 lie carriages had now
the True Love was employed in the
arrived. All those desirous of witnessing
this terrible affair got in and we drove off Americans, during their first war with
as a
privateer; hut, being caprapidly to .Messinger's house, which was England,
tured by a British cruiser, was purchased
shuated in the upper part of fifth avenue.
in Hull, from the English Government
* >u the w
ay an idea, which I conceived to about the
year 1770. she was then emlie a happy one. struck me, and as 1 was
in the wine trade between Oporto
next to ( aptaiu (birth,wliow as Hcnshawe’s ployed
ami Hull. The little craft being got up in
second. I communicated it to him. It was
true man-of-war style, with ligure head
this: That the pistols should lie simply
and quarter galleries, still carried no less
loaded with powder m ly. and that, after
than six guns on a side and was stoutly
the principals have proved their courage,
manned for detense, seeing that, t rance
il w ould perhaps lie easier to induce an arbeing at war witli Great Britain, (In-chanrangement. (birth hesitated for a moment, nel and the coasts of
Portugal swarmed
and said lie would consult with Messinger,
with hostile cruisers, and the wine trade
t'adelle's second, which lie did as soon as was then carried
on at great risk. But the
We arrived at our destination, and the re'True Love boldly ran her own convoy
sult was that, after much hesitation, tliev without
waiting, as was the custom,for an
agreed to my proposal, and loaded the armed escort; and although on
many occawith
pistols
powder only
sions chased by the French, she always
We all proceeded to the pistol gallery
managed to escape.
(which was decorated with foils, masks
In the year 17S1 we find the good ship
:nid gloves, being used also as a fencing transformed
into a whaler, being strengthand boxing-room) in solemn silence.
Ca- ened and
fortified to encounter the danddie and lienshawe were both very pale,
gers of the icy north. In this trade she
hut devoid of the slightest trace of agitawas singularly fortunate,
braving numertion
They had both made up their minds ous perils to which many of her old
to die
1 confess, I watched with the greatconsorts succumbed, and many a shipest anxiety the result of our scheme.
It
wrecked crew has she brought home safewas agreed that they were to raise their
n, whose vessel had been crushed bv til**
pistols at tlie word ‘-one,'’ and tire at the relentless ice.
word "three." The two principals then
In 1830, the most disastrous year in the
took their ground.
They stood foot to records of the Davis Strait whale fishery,
into
each other's the True Love formed one of the fleet in
foot, gazing haughtily
eyes, cadi with the pistol hanging in his Melville Hay, when twenty staunch and
right hand.
true vessels were totally lost, and twelve
■Are you read), gentlemen f" asked
others were
the ice.

12.

thing to -Miss
quaintance.”

lie

laipa beyond

a

mere

ac-

“On my word. Otis, you have a pleasant
way of settling matters," cried Cadelle.
rather loudly, for by this time the tier)

•Here,"

making

a
pair of the ('oils suspended on the
wall. "here, at least, are weapons that no
infernal fool can juggle with.” So saying
lie \\ reached the buttons olf, and handed
one I.. ( addle, told him to stand on guard.
Caddie seized the sword with a look of
eager delight, and before any of us could
interfere, the combat began.
I have smrr seen many humble lights
ill the emif.se nf my professional eat'eer.
Inn
I never
inany thing more fearful
than the deadh struggle that now commenced. It w as near dawn. A gray, cold
light was stealing in through tile windows
of the pistol gallery, and blending in a
ghastly union with the gas with which it
illuminated. I-h e n- -i\ haggard men
stood huddled together at one end of the
room, while, in the centre, two young and
gallant men, .-tripped to the shirt, were
lighting with a silent fury. 15oth, L believe. were good swordsmen: but all 1

fate which many of her sisters suffered.
This lucky peculiarilv is without doubt
due to the remarkable and almost unique
model of the old ship, which, though antiquated, modern builders might do well
to copy—in some points at least.
In bSljo, under Captain It. Wells, dr ,we
find her again among the Hoes as tough as
ever; and while several ships are vv reeked
around her. she is as usual, squeezed up
on the ice on three dill'ereul occasions,
when her crew had tile utmost dillicult.v to
get her atloat again by sawing and blast
ing the heavy ice from beneath her. During another voyage, under Captain W
Walker, she lay for si v whole weeks up >u
the ice in Melville Hay, and considerable
labor was needed then to launch her old
frame into its proper clement; but that was
nothing, as long.as she had saved herself,
and was sound as before.
This wonderful vessel must have made
not less than eighty voyages to (1 reenland
and Davis' Straits, crossing the Atlantic
and l’olar Ocean no less than one hundred
and sixty times, without a single mishap
Her Iasi voyages as a whaler were made
under her old commander, (’aptaiu Wells,
in ISliT, and Captain Walker, in I si Is.
During the long career of the True Love
in the whaling trade she has brought home
not less than between three and tour hundred whales.
Captain I nomas \\ clherill, tin- present
owner, purchased the True Love in 18f>'),
ami has kept her in sternly service since.
The following is a copy of the ship's papers
as obtained at the otlicc of the consignees,
Messrs. 15. Crowley »N: Co., ship brokers:
Certificate of British Registry.—This is
to certify that in pursuance of an m l in
the fouih year of the reign of King NN illiam IN'., instituted •■an act for tile registering of British vessels,*1 Thomas NN aril,merchant, and NVilliam Ward, merchant, both
of the town or borough of Ivingston-upouIlull, having made and subscribed the declaration required by said act, and having
the
declared that they are sole owners
proportions specified oil the back hereof,
ot the ship or vessel called the True Love
of Hull, which is of the burden of TJIi e t!)t tons, and whereof John Barker is
master, and that the said ship or vessel
was lmilt at Philadelphia in North America, in the year llM, as appears by the certificate of registry granted at this port the
1 Utli of March, 18.51, No. Id, now delivered up and cancelled.
By the ship's papers it; appears that
James (ileadow, tide surveyor, at the port
of Hull certified the following as the dimensions of the liar, : “One deck, three

Pet.

this huh had always had in the ‘nianv
mansions' of her great tender heart, a little house set apart for a
pot bear, which
had never come to her. Now he was on
his way—travelling as fast as tho
stage
coach could carry hint
He had to he led
on milk from a hottle, and when
liungrv,
as was often the ease, would cry so like a
child, that passengers seeing in the doctor's arm, a bundle very like a
baby were
moved to gentlest sympathy. At Colorado
Springs the doctor had a chance to present
his oil-spring in jutsoii. Mrs.-graciously received it in a box. which was deami captured a magnificent mare
belong- posited in the bottom ot her carriage.
to
of
one
the
Jameses. She wa- scut 1 lieu she set out tor her home, but the
ing
to hubuqiie
Letting wiudof tin- prepar- Wav was long, the bottle was empty, tile
ation-- that were bei.ig made for their
bear was hungry, ami missed his late guar
capture, the .fameses managed to make ilian. He cried, he
whined, he roared, lie
their escape from
Lafayette county. The broke from his box, b re round the carritrail was lost tor a time, but the detectives
and
had to lie held by two strong
age,
soon received information which afterward
hands. Kven at that age this mite of an
proved to lie correct., to the effect that the iwsit tuinor
displayed extraordinary spirit
rubbers had gone* to join tin*
Younger and strength. Arrived at tile house, he
boys at their home neai Johnson i1 it\. a was fed till he was
gorged and grateful,
village in st. t lair emu.tv, some ei(phtv- and
drooped off into a happy slumber,
live miles from Sedalia and lifteen or sixlying on his back with till lour feet in the
teen miles south of Montrose
< >11 the
air.
It was soon found impracticable to
ditb ot August the vigilance committee
him up on the hottle, as his tierce
arrived in Sedalia. and the officers of the bring
caused him to devour the indigesMissouri. Kansas A Texas road furnished appetite
tible India rubber tops.
He next was
them with a special train. ’The official in
to drink tr un his mistress
taught
lingers
had
orders
to
take
the party toanv laid in a saucer of milk. He would al
charge
way s
point on the road that might In* deemed grasp her hand with both hi- paws, and
to
further their project.
A stop hold it
necessary
firmly till he was through He wawas made at M* >nt rose, where the commitallowed to run freely about the house, and
tee took wagons tor the vicinity of Johnwhile troin the first singularly playful and
son
('ity arriving there about midnight, cunning, was gentle and affectionate. Lit1 hey left the
wagon and, teamster bv tne tle Daisy, the loveliest child alive, would
roadside, in order that it might appear as trot about with him in her arms. If she
though they were engaged in hauling squeezed him ever so hard, or pulled his
lumber, while tin* main body of the pur- morsel of a tail, lie would
grunt a little,
suers took to the
.mods anil made their hut never used his teeth or daw-.
It was
Scouts were then put to work to a new and
camp.
charming version of Beauty
ascertain if the robbers were reallv in the and the Bea.-t. lie
delighted to play with
tive was

employed by the

railroad and express companies to ferret out the thieves
and bring them to justice. This official at
once
organized a band of eleven picked
men to aid him in
endeavoring to capture
tin- outlaws, and
knowing that tile dames
boys, who were among the suspected ones
had been living part of the time in Kav
county, and suhsequeutlv in Lafayette
county, in this slate, thev‘headed for'Aulyille. where they were joined by the La
ta\ette county vigilants. The
pursuit g
part\ soon struck the trail of the robbers

s

neighborhood,
on

and this fact was

soon

de-

boys, running, jumping,

tlie three little

beyond a doubt. At o'clock clambering and tumbling about,
Friday morning one of tin* scouts came velously jolly and childish way.

termined

••

in and stated that the Younger boys hud
put up for the night at their home in the
suburbs ot Johnson ('ity
The scout had
taken the precaution to notify the team-

(’apluin < lartli.
-Quite ready," answered ltenshawe,

at

a

well-armed, came across a monstrous cinnamon bearess, and killed her—and—-well,
in short, our little boar was a sort of MacThe Iowa Train Robbers.
duff. lie was a native, if that term can
be used
of tho Hattoon Mountains, in
A correspondent of tho St. Louis
Detuo- Now Mexico. The
hunter who
enit writes from
Sedalia, Mo., under date slow liis mother wasaboriginal
a Ite.
Moved by a
of -1th inst., some particulars of the
pur- strange touch of tenderness, he
wrapped
suit of the supposed
perpetrators of the up the tiny little creature, and took it into
Iowa train-robbery, the story
been
i riuidad, where ho sold it to a Philadelhaving
obtained, it is alleged, from a member of
tile Lafayette county vigilance commit- phia traveller. Dr. 1-, who took a
taney to bring it to his friend, Mrs. M-tee. The correspondent
Imme- ot Glen
says:
Kyrie. it oddly happened that
after
the
occurrence
an
Iowa detecdiately

sters as they passed, and the
wagons were
driven to the camp.
Pin* plan of attack
seriously damaged by
Although then exposed to the most immi- was speedily decided on, and the commitnent danger, the subject of our narrative
tee started for ‘Robbers' Koost.’
arriving
"(!i\ e us the u ord."
eahnnh
remained unharmed. In 1831 she again there in a short time. It was their inten"< )ne
two—three !"
returned in safety, when several of her tion not to make any demonstration until
A tla<h. a loud report, and both the men
man, Renshawe, 1 really envy you."
consorts were frozen up for the winter,
daylight, but in approaching the house an
Garth cast a lightning glance at the un- staggered back untouched.
and more than half their crews perished indiscreet member cried out 'close
upon it.'
fortunate young lieutenant, whose ill"What does this meancried Caddie, ot cold and starvation, while other
ships l ids brought matters to a climax and the
timed speech was at that moment the very sa\ age I-,. -Those pistols w ere not loaded."
were entirely lost.
The veteran Captain entire party advanced on the house, their
It was, however, too
acme of stupidity
"Who has dared to mock us in this
Wells, of Hull, who had been in command guns hearing on the doors and windows.
anil
the
mischief
was
The
«;n
?"
asked
late.
done,
ltenshawe, fiercely turning of the old
ship on main a trying occa- The inmates were ordered to surrender,
conversation again turned on .Miss l)e to ( lartli
(lurth explained the well-meant
sion, usedjo relate numerous instances of and as no signs of tight were visible it was
artifice, and a fresh attempt at a recon- her hairbreadth
Eupa.
escapes. He told how, soon ascertained that the only occupants
"Renshawe, I believe. Hatters himself ciliation w as made. All indignant curse when
to a heavy squeeze among oi tin* building were women and children,
exposed
that he is the man." ipiickly said t'adelle was all that the mediators received for
the ice floes, the True Love would quietly and that the objects of the pursuit had
in reply to Karnes'unlucky speech; -but their pains. Caddie was raving with pas- rise
up on the surface and rest there until made good their escape. 'The women prevolt know the words of the song.
sion.
the danger was past, thus avoiding the tended to be very much frightened, and
cried Itonshau e,
a dash

■'Hope tol.l a tlutteriug tale—"
“Come, Cuddle,” answered llen.-hawe,
“some of us have perhaps as much, it not
You were
more, to boast of than you.
always a conceited fellow at. college : lull
rest assured that you will never In- any

ns

Glare Greenwood has found a pet bear
at Colorado
Springs and thus lolls his
story in tho. New York Times:
Little Bruin was an unfortunate,
motherless foundling—more unfortunate
and more motherless than ever
foundling
was before—for he never saw his mother
and his mother never behold him. lie was
emphatically ‘an unlicked cub'—in fact, he
was never born at all.
An Indian hunter,

denied that the robbers had been in the
vicinity
’They afterwards claimed to
have been grossly- abused by tin* viyihmts,
and it is reported on good authority that a
member of the family has gone b> JetVersiin
('ity to see (iov. Woodson with ivferetiee to the affair.
The committee returned to Sedalia on Friday night, very
much chagrined at their bad luck and very
hungry They complained of having had

came

it

to

was

climbing

question

a

in

a

mar-

When it

trees after one of them
whether tlic bear was
the boy most of a bear.

most of a boy, or
He learned easily various tricks, such as

his hind legs and standing ou
For music lie showed a strong
liking, preferring that of a lovely character.
Whenever he heard the piano, lie
would prick up his ears, leave play, his
bed, anything but his dinner, g-> and -seat
himself beside the player ami listen with
all the air of a musical critic. In mischief
he surpassed small boys, puppies and
He delighted i
get into a
monkeys.
nicely-made bed and turn L into a "mare's
He was the torment of the poor
nest,’
Chinaman’s life -slyly ei'-eplng into tin*
laundrv, and in an instant turning lnbasket of neatly-iroin-l clothe.- t"psy
turvv. -More than mire he reduced Ah Stu
Vt last he began l-<
to despair and tears
make foraging raids into the-ion room,
and one day was found beet--del head in

walking

oil

his head.

a
ivirt—
hai iug a
Soon after tin- he was ban
i-lmil to tin- barn, where, a he (lightened
tie- horses and cow s. lie was chained u
hi little pen. But he v. rlo da tin; fining
of iii- chain till In- opt tied it,
lb -i-i|e in and wept .dirto the holt e
i; kiwi
ty 11; -. i: ,tm i
doors that hindered his pro;;re -,1m.U:<*
wav lo the chamber --1 In-mi-tre--,
all the clothes off the bed. il me I i.-nl
tumbled, ami had u liiia'li ■H.i li

a

cask of

ing

sugar!

season.

nothing to eat, and stated that tliev tiiemsi-lves leid been eaten up I y ehigres and
Burgundy had begun to act upon all parin
a
he
continued,
ticks
ties.
May 1 inquire,”
They stacked arms at the Ives
Hod a dozen
(Ii:i:i:x tons .Mi tiixli him*, kepi their six-shooters in their
i nice a gam
i.iil
sneering tone, “if you are so far in Miss
L.
ears of green corn, and when cold grate it
be
b
enabled
lie Llipa's confidence as to
pockets, and got outside of numerous tiered ,)V III p.!
1 ;
Iiul ah
oil' as tin- pudding; heat six egg and stir
The next morning tliev
prescriptions.
"si[iinre meals'
v, :i
t.. ■:• h.i. ,! w it!*
pronounce so decisively upon the claims
liis kind >ik I iv
uig.lt
gradually into a quart of milk: stir in the
"You wouldn't think so, Otis,” 1 an- of others, 01 arc you simply boasting by
took the train for Auiville, and on arriving fear- licit -1»l i
a d lilal
ana
iii* v,
grated corn until you have a moderately swered. "if you were to know all the
there di banded and gave up the chase." sell liiui to a shun iii
a" W add
implication ?”
1:1. and th
thick hatter: then add a little salt; place
l in
.mi
•1 never boast, Cadelle, parlieiilarh
scrapes I got you out of before you had
i1
rnnvspimill nl gives rather an grow njiademor
e.l, v m .c,■■:>!.
your muffin rings mi a hot griddle, and anv teeth. I'm afraid your
eat husiastir account of the antecedents of
liurgunch about such matters as this, (luce for all,
lint he returned lilo a prod’: llo.
iieai.
hatter:
hake
them
the
till
with
nearly
\x ouldn't have done you much good at that
tim rubbers, saying: "'The criminal record and
1 say you have no chance.”
humbly IbT.ed tier hau I. and tin u blquickly, and eat hot with ImUer.
of lie gang dittos back as far as Istil, and own
tender age."
“How dare you. sir! How dare you
paw, in token of Imager lie ii ),.-.!
1
I
wonder
that
can
stand
the
livid
w
ith
have
done
little
Tomato l’t nnixn.
l’our boiling water
but
so?”
shouted
dove,
murder
Cadelle,
•By
although they
f the -el
l.e
fury,
''ll
say
deeided la ) iril i-m
hitand pillage, no one of them has ever been vant, who had I' a kin i : him lie lav idled
What authority saw was the t\V' dark, agile figures
on the tomatoes: remove the skins,
i'ut sight of yon. Doctor,” said Otis, gravely, and rising from hisehair.
from place to place, the long, thin
I ndoiilitedlv the desperado most
taken.
in the hottom of the jutdding-dish some "If I were to put you to some awful tor- have you, sir, for this vain-glorious asser- ting
I a
kd hear
caresses, lull alvvay- la;
-words clashing and gliding one over the
!
to be feared is Arthur B. MeCov.
lie is shoulder to tile
hre.ad ennulis. then slice tile tomatoes on ture, it would only be a fitting reward for tion? Produce it.”
who had n
lei
the fierce, watchful eyes with
and
other,
and
which
all
the
salts
senna
with
about
o! age, a giant in
“1 have the authority of Miss lie laipa
them: season with sugar, butter, pepper
you
thirty-tive
years
lt"
his
lav,
to..due--*
and
his foe’s
objected
combatant
which
each
regarded
and sail ; add some more bread-crumbs, poisoned my youthful happiness.”
lie folstature, and as brave as a lion,
herself,” said Otis, calmly.
When, ,'i.ighe gate
sugar and pickle.I had hardly time to make
lowed the occupation of a painter in St. his
••1’.shawl” cried ('addle, with a sort of
then the sliced tomatoes and seasoning;
“It’s a lie!” cried Cadelle. “(Iti-Ken- movements.
:en!
in
whole attention to tin
I saw Kenshawe
when
these
observations,
1.1 *tiis, but on the breaking out of the reami if the tomato does not wet the bread- sneer which was habitual to him ; "it was shawe, you lie!”
e red
did not like to he talked t or int
and
tremendous
hack,
make
a
drop
spring
bellion joined his fortunes with some
lienshawe remained perfectly immovable
crumbs, add a little water. Then for a all for your good, Otis. If it were not lor
milk
with in any way. Hu r lii pan
of his -word till it touched tinsmall pudding beat up two eggs and pour the g.I ollices of Dr. Jane you never for a few seconds, livery one at the table the point
irregular command in the confederate in- he was as cross a a alderman over hihim
thus
horn-.
('addle,
seeing
exposed,
terest and thenceforward was known as a
would have had the line complexion with had half risen the instant the insult was
over the top. Hake about twenty minutes.
plate of turtle soup. If any one touched
rushed at him with a curse, when, ipiiek
which you dazzle Miss De Lupa.”
desperado of the most bloodthirsty tvpe. it, he would take it up, and earn it
given, thinking, no doubt, that the next as
Take them when
Hakkii Tomatoks.
to
forward
Kenshawe
sprang
thought.
( Mis' brow slightly contracted, as if the
lie became a spy and a Intsliw acker, but
moment decanters would he living, and
CaI heard a heavy “thud
growling’, to ..ther side of the pel
meet him.
fully ripe, cut off a slice from the stem speech somehow grated on his ear; but we all now remained
was never known to be wounded
He has One
gazing in perfect as- ddie
day, w lieu )m w.i-admit I ni’ months
side, scoop out the pulp of the tomato,
back and fell, and, as he
staggered
he
in
had
a
hand
in
bank
exrobbery
of
countenance
eonat
whose
tonishment
recovering,
joined heartily
Otis,
every
111 -l
old, the eldest of the little .ail- ii
and mix with it bread-crumbs, butter, iptiekly
Kenshawe’s sword, which lie
that
has
the laugh that was raised at his expense. pressed no more emotion than if he had fell. 1 saw
occurred
in
Missouri,
seipienee
favorite comrade, annoyed In.a by id.,
Fill the empty shell
-till held, withdraw itself from his body.
pepper, and salt.
and has also •worked' in Kentucky and
"If 1 have dazzled Miss l)e Lupa,” he been the Memnon silting in the desert.
at thesHpi'em. moment of
,eniii
with this mixture, replace the slices, put
I rushed forward and knelt by Cadelle’s
other southern states. MeCov has earned fooling; and for all Ids t In
answered, smiling, “so much the worse.
“At first 1 thought.” he said at last, in a
'. ,u tv:,. n
them in a shallow pan, and bake an hour.
feasting,
Just as I reached him, he hud clasped
side.
look
at
that
seldom
the
of
any thing
People
long
reputation
being the ileadliest pistol and exelusivcli human a--.iaii-m, invery quiet the deliberate tone—“as first I
his chest; lie
A Nkw Wav to Skuvk IT 1’kaitiks. dazzles them: whereas I thought, Frank, thought of Hinging this decanter at Mr. his hands convulsively over
shot in America on horseback, and is a showed a
spice of regular inn innn.- in
a moment struggling to speak,
for
seemed
Take good-sized, freestone peaches, wipe that the other night at Mrs. Stuyvesant’s Cadelle,” and he took up a heavy Madeira
stranger to fear. At (i alia till, in this state, fact, turned on hi- plat fdlow and hit him.
binod
welled
of
arterial
"ash
then
a
bright
them with a towel, halve them, and place ball her eyes rested for a considerable decanter as he spoke; but
while being pursued by some citizens dhe
replacing it in
hi- whole frame shook
boy in turn, whipped him severed)
them Hat side down in hot butter or lard
whom he had robbed, his wonderful mark- This tva- the ei
time, and with evident pleasure, on your a moment, he continued: “1 rcileeted, from his month,
t-i—poor little Uruin vv
and
all
was
over.
a
sudden
with
shudder,
Let them fry to a nice brown, then turn tinely-formed features. She seemed to en- however, that l might miss him, or that if
maudlin saved him a hempen necktie. declared
TJeuare, Mai dull
dangerous.
been
cloven
in
twain.
had
His
heart
and till the seed clip with sugar, which, joy the prospect.”
While his horse was at full speed McCoy was the erv ; and in limilt council ii un
I hitjhim 1 might perhaps incapacitate him
-till
the
Kenshawe,
holding
bloody
To my utter astonishment, instead of from
shot a citizen in the forehead who was reso'v ed to send him IV un home, to hani -ii
by the time the fruit is properly coated,
joining in anv future arrangements.”
will be melted and form with the juice of joining in the laugh that rang through the Here h e rose; “1 preferred, therefore.” he sword, stood looking a. the corpse like a
sixty yards to his fight, and turning, tired him to .Mauitou He went with evident
or
two
(iarfh
and
one
dream,
in
a
man
Serve up hot, and room at this retort—for at two o’clock in went on, “to inflict a more
the peach a rich syrup
over his left, shoulder and
put a ball reluctance, giving the irishman who f-d
degrading in- other friends caught him
the
and
arm.
by
the brain of an unfortunate vigiif you do not like them you need not re- the morning men are not critical as to wit sult; and, previous to doing so, 1 beg to
through
t trouhle
lie would stand
him no end
tried to drag him away: but he resisted
lante who was taking aim ;i,t hint with a on his hind feet, and tall back with all his
peat the experiment. Most persons think -Frank ( addle grew pale as death, and make my apologies to the gentlemen presand bursting into a
his
with
all
might,
Medical writers said hit -riedh : “Otis, you will oblige me ent.”
from
a
shot
tree
the dish a superb one.
1
behind
full
)0
gun
paces might, then .suddenly ni-li forward and
Having said this, he bowed slightly
distant, Both men fell dead jn their,trackcaution people against, eating peaches by treating Miss De Lupa’s name less to all at the table, and walked coolly round hysterical lit of tears, attempted to lling
catch i'at by tlie legs.
I never beheld any
on the Indy.
himself
His
home
is
in
It familiarly."
Howard
served up in any form in the evening.
to the side of the table where Cadelle was
county, and after
Little Maedutl. now about s|\ months
of
than
this
hurst
more
frightful
Iowa
adventure
he
thing
the
was
is asserted that they are depressive to the
traced there,
“Certainly, my dear fellow!” replied standing up, his hand on a decanter, and
old. is seeing life and having a tolerably
was unimaginably wild and deIt
his
grief.
and
circulation, and exhaust the system by the Otis, in perfect calmness, though I could his face purple with hate and passion,
shanty surrounded by nine men.
time at the gay wittering place. Iblb- was, however, borne otf and
It is sec his eves Hush for an instant.
MeCov was watching the pursuing party good
‘‘I have lienshawe had scarcely got within arm's spairing.
prussic acid which they contain.
is petted, lie-praised, and sugared, lie
his
he
friends
until
was enaIn
secreted
better to eat them in the morning, or not
from behind a log, and at daylight he stands erect, and balances on his head u
obliged you more than once, and I shall length of his rival, when, with the rapidity bled to escape to l ttrope. Kscape the lawlater than an early dinner, so that some be
made his hiding place known, covered the
of lightning he struck him a fearful blow
very happy to do so again.”
he
very distinguished people, who condescend
lmt
carried
an avenger with
lie
might,
exercise may follow eating to aid their
leader with his deadly Derringer and to
I here was a dead silence lor a moment. between the eyes. Cadelle fell half back
laugh at his droll and jolly ways, lie
he could not escape, l-’or a long
him
that
made the entire crowd about lace and lias been
proper digestion.
The men around the table looked at one on the table, and lienshawe folded his
prompted to a meat diet, but hu
time lie wandered through Frame and
It
march single file away from the* spot.
another with a puzzled air; then one of arms, and beyond a slight paleness, might
lias not forgotten his ohl home ami earliest
excitement at the gamseeking
Cermany,
stern
to
main
stem
was
would
Cutting Stalks.
from
that
lie
the
balfor
most
masts;
the
join
taken
unconcerned
been
length
supposed
the English officers, a Captain Garth, have
friends. \\ lieu his mistress and the chiling tallies; lull his frame sank at last be- post, '.Hi feet; breadth at the broadest part since el the gang at the house nt the l onag- dren
‘•The old-fashioned way” of harvesting dashed headlong into conversation and spectator.
go over to see him, his bear's heart
neath his mental misery, and lie died.l am above the
l-'J
feet
iu
St.
'll
the
surmise
Clair
ers,
hut
inch;
niainwales,
comity,
The blow had scarcely been given when
succeeded in breaking the dangerous
He is over-joyed to
corn was to cut the stalks as soon as the
melts within hint.
convinced, of a broken heart.
was
feet
d
as
lie
have
of
lli
incorrect,
inches;
hold,
square
although
may
ears were glazed, leaving the Imtts to
see them all, except the lad with whom he
pause. 1 saw better than those at the Garth leaped across the table and thing
The duel was hushed up, and none of depth
ned
lieen
the
were
in
no
found
traces
;
“Let me go!
vicinity,
Him he
rigged standing bowsprit; square-sin
had that ‘little piipleasantness.'
stand until the corn was ripe and ready to table perhaps, that there was an under himself between the foes.
the particulars were allowed to reach the carvel
of him. Die James boys, Jesse and Frank,
built; no galleries; no figure-bead.
lias not forgiven, and never will forgive,
harvest.
Some farmers still adhere to current in all Ibis. Although old college let me go, yon pack of hounds!" he cried ears (d the
but unhappily.
authorities;
owners
are
of
the
the
clever
members
lias
‘mob.’
ami
'lhe
many
changed
barque
this practice, hut the majority ha\c aban- companions, members ot the same club, to Garth and one or two others who were
unless the millennium should come, and
Memory is not to be “hushed up.” The times.
to them is always assigned the responsidoned it for what seems to us the far pre- and apparently excellent friends, there restraining him. “I must have his life. terrible scene haunted tit- lor main a
reconstruct both bear and boy
day
iikp
luiuai
of
robberies.
isj
\.«•
the
also
In slitijH* Hit* barque
They
I'y
bility
planning
ferable way of cutting up the entire had always been a rivalry between Frank Let me at him ! I’ll kill him !"
after, and, I confess poisoned main acon- tin- one in which William P.eim arrived at do their share of the
The Yellow Fever Scourge.
lighting when neces“Cadelle! Cadelle! for Heaven's sake be
growth of corn as soon as the kernels are ('addle and < His ltcnshawe. Frank was a
vii ial meeting.
Lithe time he made the treaty with the
sary, are excellent shots, and to use the
well glazed. 'The saving by this method handsome fellow enough, but somehow calm. This tiling must be settled in anSlllU'.YK.l'tiliT,
Sept IV Pill- yellow
llians. The sides batter inwards to the.top expession of my informant, are as ‘good
Nature had not
him to be an in- other way; this is really a terrible affair.”
is both in labor and in fodder.
lever is still raging, ilie weather being tin
^‘.stilled
vessel
makes
the
as ever drew
or handled
and
this
of
(
the
11ai.
Kastem
lb
rim
1,'NiN*;
I.m.ixks
an
triggers
and
then
1
saw
him
east
grit’
cried
of
At
gunwale,
the age.
Garth,
It is much easier to cut up the stalks tellectual light
favorable. There is great suffering in all
college,
the water line than on knives. During the war the James boys
when they are green and soft than after Otis Kenshawc, who entered at the same indignant glance at Karnes, and mutter Railroad (‘oinpatn have recently intro- much broader at
classes of society lor want of nourishing
the
sides
are belonged Jo Quantrell’s command, and
!
In
on
deck.
nautical
duced
anthracite
coal
like
a
language
curse.
burning engines
Pile surviving citizens aredoingall
food.
they arc dry and hard, and a man can time, had beaten him at everything; not something very
but
because
done
close
have
its
since
cinknown
as
home,”
and
no
smoke
nothing
their
road.
There
are
they
•‘tumbling
they
Cadelle suddenly grew calm, and seemed
in their power to check the disease. There
probably cut and shock the whole growth alone at Latin theses and Greek hexamea
trains
are
and
railroad
bends.
banks
fall
the
in
above
l'he
to
rob,
ders
directly
They
making
following
as easily as he can cut the tops one by one
annoy passengers,
were many interments yesterday and there
ters, lull at pistol-shooting and gymnas- to master his emotions by a great effort.
opposite in construction to those of a ship specialty. They and their relatives live were many deaths last night. The Howard
and carry them together and out of the tics; and as to Otis Relish awe's game of “You are right, Captain Garth," lie said ; is a description of one of these engines:
have
but
a
vessel.
iu
the
as
wall-sided
known
Kay
■The
of
spent
boys
County,
lield to be cured.
peculiar design,
engines are
billiards, il was at the same time Frank “this matter must be settled in another
Association is greatly in ..I of assistance.
The speed of the True Love has been as the greater portion of the last few years
It. must be settled instantly, too. hav ing a cab nearly as high as a l’lillnian
If the entire stalks are cut up as soon as (,'adelle's admiration and dispair. As often way.
The Southern Telegram (newspaper) has
to
the
but
in
addition
and
an
in
as
nine
a
knots
hour,
half
Lafayette county,
the corn is glazed, nearly all of the leaves happens, circumstances chanced so that Channcey Messinger, 1 know you have ear, and a boiler eight feet longer than in high
'Pile Times still makes its up
other robberies, tiny were connected with suspended
will remain unhurt by the trust, and the this rivalry continued into alter life. pistols at your house; will you, mean- the usual pattern, extending back to the her usual speed is si\ knots an hour
llae. manager of the
(ieorge
pearanee.
abank
far
the
raid
ou
the
rear of the frame, so that the fireman's
Lexington
stalks, instead of ripening into woody Neither of the young men were rich, and time, do all that is necessary for me?”
\\ IV Telegraph ofliee here, died to-da\.
the
attack
on
the
After
The Shah’s Puivatk Ballet. An Eng- back as 18(55.
Here some one whispered into his ear post is in the tender. * )n top of the boiler,
fibres which no beast will eat, will cure when the beautiful millionaire, MissCarita
and remain sweet and edible. W hen corn l)e Lupa, who was said to possess caverns that Otis Kenshawe was a dead shot, lie in the two story cab, is provided a seat on lish girl joined the ballet troupe w hich the Cameron bank they retreated to an imMoliv Adams, ot l.al'rosse, \\ i-cousin,
“Otis Kenshawe!" lie either side, one for the engineer and the Shah organized in London, and without pregnable position in the Sni hills, sixteen had three lovers conic to see her on a reis once shocked the farmer may gather in Mexico where the stalactites were silver laughed horribly.
I he lass thought
Kenshawe turned to him with a other for the fireman when he is not other- doubt Persia w ould have had an English or eighteen miles southwest of Lexington, cent Sunday evening.
and husk it at his leisure; the stalks are I and the stalagmites gold—when this fair cried.
w here
seat is on
all cured when he takes them to his barn,
they 1 milt themselves a cabin, and there were two too many, and ordered one
queen but for the unhappy fact that in
foreigner burst into the charmed circle of bitter scowl. “You are a dead shot they wise engaged. The engineer’s
the right hand side above the running Paris the Shall succeeded in adding two fortified it so strongly that although a num- of the trio to leave,
lie did so
She then
and will neither mould nor rot.
New York society, it was not wonderful tell me.”
“Well, sir, wliat of that ?” answered board, where he is completely surrounded French performers to his troupe. In the ber of persons knew their whereabouts, and told the other two that she would give
Standing corn wastes badly after the that Masters Frank and Otis found themIn glass, and is completely protected from first performance thereafter the English were aware of the large reward offered lor them ten minutes to decide which should
husks begin to loosen about tjie ears, is selves, very much to their mutual disgust, Otis haughtily.
broken down, and eaten by squirrels and bowing the knee at the same shrine. For
“Why, you see, I am near-sighted—half the weather. At his side are all the vari- girl saw, or thought she saw her Eastern their rapture,no attempt at arrest was made. remain for the evening. So saying do
birds. When the tops are cut. the butts the sake of Miss De Lupa’s reputation, as blind, in fact—and 1 never could come ous appliances lor controlling the machin- master bestowing too much favor on the The brothers tire about thirty-two years retired from the room, and lor some
which remain standing till late in the fall a girl of fashion, it must be said that she near you in shooting matters.”
livery ery. This enables him to manage any and new comers, who really threw their shape of age, light, haired, and comparatively time a sharp rough-and-tumble tight raged
are nearly worthless for fodder. For these oscillated between her two admirers with one seemed astonished at -the turn tilings all portions of his engine with hardly a
ly limbs much higher than she, and, stung slim built. Of the Youngers’ record hut in that parlor, which ended in a com
almost perfect impartiality. If she danced were taking, and Garth muttered, “Cadelle motion of his body, while, being at so bv jealous wrath, the plucky little woman little is known beyond the fact that they promise to the effect that theeuplc should
reasons we advise our farmer friends to
the German with Otis, she was sure to call is not surely going to turn tail !"
great an elevation, he has a largely ex- planted a succession of right and left- reside near Johnson City, in St. Clair court the girl in company for an hour,
cut and shock their corn.
All the handers and sundry kicks on the persons county. They are three iu number, and
“I am at a loss to comprehend you, sir,” tended view of the road ahead.
Wo know it is claimed by some that the out Frank when it was his turn; and if
Molly to decide at the end of that time
is of highly pol- of her rivals, that were far more vigorous two of them served with the Jameses un- which of the two should leave.
of
the
Renshawe.
said
to
she
when
the
Frank
to
the
better
machinery
engine
her
theatre,
corn ripens
exposed
accompanied
“You will comprehend me in a moment,” ished steel and iron, the finish being fully than graceful. The French rallied and a j der the command of Quantrell, during the
sun and is heavier than when ripened in
gave to Otis, who always contrived to be
a
to the best stationary engine work.
A cruel joke was played on Uauiheati,
thorough
general engagement came oft'. For awhile war, so that they, too, received
shocks, but this is very doubtful, and even on the opposite side of the house on these continued Cadelle, with a sort of savage equal
tactics.
They have the forger, in Bridgeport jail the other
if it be admitted that we get one or two occasions, one of those mysterious, because earnestness. “It will never do for us to The boiler is jacketed in Russia iron with the Shah labored under the delusion that education in guerrilla
Your own brass straps. The lire-box is eight feet this was a part of the ballet, and enjoyed been noted desperadoes since they were day. One of the jail officers offered him
to let imperceptible, signals with her fan, which fight upon unequal terms.
per cent, less corn than we should
to handle a gun. and like the sonic powdered chalk as arsenic, and adthe ears stand, this is hardly1 worthy ot brought him to her side between the acts. foolish vanity brought this affair about, long, fitted with water-grates and a pecu- it hugely, hut when he saw that two-thirds lit" enough
liar dumping attachment.
It has a grate of his troupe had black eyes and bloody Itallace of their associates, are crack shots vised him to poison himself. The poor
consideration in view of the far greater It will be easily seen, then, that it did not and you must abide by it. We will light,
or pistol.
They have fellow eagerly swallowed it. schooled him
loss we sustain on the fodder. As to the require much wind to fan into a flame the sir, across a handkerchief, muzzle to muz- surface of twenty-live square feet, against noses, while the English girl’s lovely with cither rille
lor years as notoriously had self to
shiftless policy of letting the corn stand sparks of rivalry that lay smoldering in zle, and both go down to hell together! fifteen in the other engines. The drivers countenance resembled a railroad map of been known
resignation and fortitude, repented
outlawed by (iov. Fletcher of his sins and forgave all his enemies,
are five feet in diameter and the cylinders i
Now, sir, you comprehend me.”
England, the truth dawned upon his East- men, and were
tops and all until husking time, it is one the young men’s bosoms.
to
surrender
and
take
the
reare
for refusing
seventeen inches in diameter, with
was being treated to
ern intellect that he
There was an instant chorus of negatives
lu spite of the artificial hilarity which
which no farmer who isn't ambitious to
only to find himself sold, lhs subsequent
end his days in the poorhouse can afford. Captain Garth and his companions had to this bloodthirsty proposition. "I, for twenty-four inch stroke. The machines j a revolt in the harem, and lie immediately quisite oath at the close of the war. Since language to that officer, says a local paper,
have
been accused of sev- indicates a slight falling from grace.
In this State the fodder to be obtained succeeded in promoting subsequent to the one,” said Captain Garth, “will never each weigh thirty-live tons. The tenders j ordered the how string for the ent ire opera that time they
and numerous robberies
from the corn field is nearly as important dangerous fragment of altercation that sanction murder by my presence.” Two are nineteen feet long.”
troupe. It called out the full force of eral murders,
It is not claimed that there is any econ- European diplomacy to save the offenders. have been attributed to them.”
The condense milk factor) at West
after I had entered, I could or three of the men present left the room
as the “shelled corn,” and
any course took place just
omy over the wood burners, but a rate of ! it put an end, however, to the Shah’s privA cheese factory is to be established at Fort Brookfield, Mass., use up more than three
which does not save both is foolish and not help feeling a sensation as of coming indignantly.
tons of sugar each month.
Fairtield.
misfortune. I can not explain why this
“Garth,” said Kenshawe, taking the speed is secured before unattainable.
| ;Ue ballet. [Donu Piatt.
disastrous. [Manchester Mirror.
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up ev erything- else, except Erie ami New
York Central, went down, and so rapidly
I In billowing is a very graphic picnire
that price- could hardly lie traced. Conthe liegimting ami progression nt the lii-imi grew worse confounded, and as one
another were read out the suspenii:i:un■ ia 1 whirlw iiut w hich recently sw ept idle
der- el' Me. r- A Edwards, Tims. Reed.
\. w York stock market, hegitotitig
William II Warren, (ireetilenf & Norris,
ih 111.■ 1.: .hire c»t' Jay < ook A t o.:
tie rye AI en. and A. M. Kidder A ( o., it
I''i
suspension o! Jay ( ooke A Co., -reined that the end of at least the brokers’
II the tut in her el' failures which follow id.
world were come.
a
\. a-this no one knew what tu expert.
uiiitieroiisjlhan ev er known before.
.bleed the wildest excitement in the All through the day the cr\ was that of
Ii i' ~aid Old Alliens. "I- lucre any news?” intensiYork.
::ani■ ia 1 circles of New
at freipiciiter of Wall street that no fied by the ever-present dread that the newI'.iiJi so frightful had ensued since the must ne ilie werst.
iiiiv of the Ohio 1'msi Company in ,1s-1'
w ii \ i
n n Tin: cam.■.
n it
witnessed Tlmrsilay and l-rid.iy
I'i-k A Hatch opened as
In
tlie
trout
and
morning
M
v
I-.is,,
vapidly in price,
to
be secure.
Ill lifteen
dd interest. I'ei’ame worth a> high HsH.al, hoping
tnimites draft were presented, and calls
.,
.mi1 halt per rent, per day. with legal
made nju n them to the amount of stl.btio,nt crest added.
• itiii—>4loo.ooo
'flic
for every minute.
mi IUS.INNIXi..
terrible temper of the day broke them
V, h..|i men went dow n to their business down at the outset.
Not a dollar was
;
Mown went the notice to tile Stock
morning it w as whispered that dralts paid
a
meat iirm had been refused at its Exchange. -I'i-k
Hatch announce
A
a.,;
Itut the linn was so great a unc. that
they leave been forced to suspend
:al
tile reports lilted so well with the
f he new- made men pale and
jiavmenr
ia11itest liear policy of ceilam operator'.
flu* street had
shook tile wln.de street.
The
marw:i~
them.
at little Iteeil
given
not been surprised, but the evil influences
and
w :is in favor of the "hear" clique,
| of the da\ had been abetted by the news
priee of sloeks generally fell, l'aeiiie of another failure- a smaller house. The
I
11 i l tinlll l If 1 -'1 to .... Fake shore
elteet of the last announcement on the
JO l-l ti, S7 |-4,
Amid the ru-h and eraz.-d men. whose only hope lay in re'.lull llllllieu'e lili.eks.il -lock We..
"a- nothing !e— than a
-l. i. d .•oniidenee
,1th d ,.if upon a staggering im.rki i. lie
I'.ovn
niu-t g.>. and
death uarratil.
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Friday morning stocks were jihv, in tin; deep-seated popular contempt
lor and di-giist at our tiovernars to exe.lie a I till- closing prices of Thursday
light rally from the points reached cute such law we have, leading to a disi<
.Jay < ooke s fall Then the news yf beliel tiiat the atrocious double assassinai
A lialeh s suspension heat them down. tion oi their neighbors could now be
pun...I day upon tin- demoralized market i-hed unless the people took the law into
new.- was rained.
their
own
hands.
Failures singly
.oomy
i lie Judge addin! that he bad for some
:
I in batches of half a dozen at onceI lit I
u!
lailure without number: Vio, time felt, that this was getting to be a
tv
from Washington; the
calling hi of question of personal interest to every lawloan
by the banks, and the final abiding citizen involving the safety of his
a ,.. I lieosis ot
the Spirit of distrust made owni, life and tiiat of tile members of his
ti..- street a wilderness to wolves.
Ad- kmiijy, and that lie believed it his duty to
call public attention to the evil anti to
to railroads, taken with the disnif<
co l of depositors, felled Fisk &
Hatch, " hat lie was convinced was its cause and
they Idled day l iooke 4y (’o., Thursday. might lie its retnedv.
I tott 11 went railroad securities of all kinds,
noiyuw.

■
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Sitix.'Krxi; Accidmnt.
just heiiivv

dent occurred
Ihii k qiert A

A serious acci-

(Arrington on the
r.p
Railroad, Thursday,
Katignr
vloel,. Harlem sprang up with it
I p by which two men were
badly injured’.
'•■•lit Western l tiion from (lie
abyss info i.he mi n, wen sharpening drills'in a temv In. h it bail fallen.
Bake Shory. hdiowed- library blacksmith
shop, when a lad ent lit.
teteil a,iut

placed

an

open can of powder
without, their knowledge.
out
and the powder
t iv 11
I'linity's chimes announced ten
1
exploded terribly mangling one of the
I el:
tuc Hour for the
peilopening,
blacksmiths
and
ti i■11 the brokers
bunting the other badly
poured yelling andsweartbroiigli die portal- in a. scramble eaeli to about the lace and neck. The noise of the
b' lil>t on the Ilnur. As soon as the ex- explosion was heard by some workmen
outside who rushed in, and seeinf the
change room was reached a I’amlenionium
iti.
Seller- crying their stocks filled condition of (lie injured men called in
b'
tli" ha 11 w it Ii Indian war-whoops like yells, assistance. It is hoped tiiat their injuries
will not prove fatal. [Whig.
dee of the
I. a the
buyer was not beard
ii tlie land, the theory of the best [lossibl< price bad been abandoned and each
1 lie I- ree 1‘ress
says that Alonzo Linekin,
sHer sold for wlial lie could get. At 11 employed at the lime kiln of Liuckin
&
t>. lock the President read out the anAustin at i'homaston, had a narrow
escape
ti iiim eincnt ot Fisk & Hatch's suspension.
from death last week.
lie was standing
Men looked at on the
A thunderbolt, had fallen.
edge of the ivody of rock at the top
each other as if they read bankruptcy in ol tlie kiln, when it settled on
account <wf
e vil other’s ey es.
Then there was a rush Hie drawing of lime
below, letting hiai
1*11 telegraph stations and hoarse calling into the kiln, and the
rock tumbling on
fc messengers. Hold began moving up Ins leg held him fast, lie called
for help,
by eights, alter having sold at 12, and in which being at hand, he was rescued, with
a lea minutes sold at 13, and
to
some
hums.
promised
.-light
Fortunately the kiln
To counterbalance gold's going ua- not very hot at the time.
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Measurable occasions during the summer,
•ulminated last week in the annual exhibition of frltits and veg< table-. Tin* week
[►receding, the American homo: evira!
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during

apt. Horace I’rackett's brig is to I*.* rebuilt
K\. \ l»•-»d\ in Kaenic. Wisconsin, w ant- a new
!io*(>l.
|’hr\ -a\ die Iliiggin Hon-.* i-*• good ! iu Carter's yard, s«» he informs u-.
name »- too spgr.-o j\
society held its ijuarter centennial -e-Mon. ciiopgh.** ini;
Kollett isn't making eider this fall. His
hidAnd the-display ot fruit- was ldghh ediiATin* follow i.:g now v. a- r vt ivcil at an apoth- ing machine went up in the
great lire.
I ford, a few days -nice : ;
e.-ary di >;, m \.-w I
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Were !•]<• I'lil.tl with a
lew -Invis
“-liekvll\ paper the <>1her day. ami laid it on
In an hour wv had about
our lahle in the >un.
we
a hn-hel (or k--,) tlie- -tuck to it, ami now
",7 tin*
-il down t
w rih- wilhout bni-hing tli<
'< aimf.-n Herald.
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and ph\sk-al. W lu-n that unfortunate man
arose to go, hi- coal tail
w ere -till parted,
graeefullv held asunder b\ the stilfand ad

lining paper, "ii which predominated the
picture of a live il \. When he reached
llie si reel, a roar of laughter aro-e behind
his back : turning to investigate, the mirth

m

undeveloped rtsourtt s of ottr eottnlru.
position ol his establishment i- iv
mark ably
advantageous, more s,> than
most, perhaps any, of those on the Civile.
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What
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We lake great pleasure in laving before
our
readers t!ie charge of Judge Walton
to

the

tin* (irand

Supreme

the present term of
Jury
Court in Androscoggin i \>un
at

I le slates v\ ith u<*w force the belie!’ si
tv.
often iulvance.d in the e columns that the
.foolish tenderness of the eonnmmitv to-

secured experienced1 foremen, and hired
shad fishers of the Delaware and the fann-

wards murderers, the

surprising laxity

the law and the mistaken clemeuev of

lie made

ecutives. have become danger*ms

of carpenters, and timbermen

to

of
ex-

soeie

axe and adze with
surprising accuracy."
And now, after eighteen months of (raining, the force is' as good an one as can be
found on the Clyde.
Mr. lioack boasts that lie can build better ships than the British builders and

any axiom of gov ernment can be that
seven* and certain punishment prevents

j

tu

Many

of our readers will remem-

iiami

ol

is felt but little outside of the great money
centre at New York, and here in Maine it
\

limy among

aileds our

steady

('apt. dames Clark, an old
highly respected citizen of < 'ainilen.

Camkkx.
and

England."

girl taking

young

fellow’s eye, and after passing
tunnel saw her ear-ring hangheal’d. Happy Mr. Field, who

I through a
in{; on his

!

can thus adapl the gems of poetry to the
Daily
mg limes questioned the justice of the usually dull prose of the advertiser.
verdict convicting the murderer
Wagner, j
and indulged in some strictures
—L'ickpockets infos! the railroad station
upon both
court and jury.
As a
consequence Ihe at Bangor, and several persons have been
grand jury find an indictment for libel.
rojnbed.
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Alanehester, who was on a visit to the
house. The young lady rose from her lied
went down stairs and found the doors
open. Although she is hut eighteen years
—Governor elect Dingley is frequently of age, she boldly went to the stable ami
found that a horse had been stolen, sal
serenaded.
Being a prohibitionist, he
unlay afternoon, the young lady, while
f ii; r M aim: ( At Mitt l!ll Nlox Tlunsobjects to bands that have horns in them. coming in the ears from (lotfstown to Ii:iX of la 1 week the Kirsl Maine ( atalrt
Alanehester, sat opposite to a stranger, A aieiatinn held its annual reunion in lianwho while taking his wallet from his gnr
Xearlv one hundred and lilt\ comI'm: Bi Mina: Bi sinkss.
This present
pocket to pay his fare, accidently pulled rades were present. At the business meetprospect is indicative of an almost inactive out
The young lady recognized
a watch.
winter with the l’enobseot lumbermen,
ing llie following cllieers were elected:
the chain of the watch as the one which President, .Maj. (leo. I.. Ilrowii, !>ang*m';
upon whom the past season, which has was stolen at her
grandmother's house. vice president, .Maj. I>enj. I I neker, ladbeen so unfavorable to the business, lias
She boldly charged the stranger with the fast : historian, A. Toliie, I'rot idcnee, I!. I.
had a depressing effect.
The small dethreatened to have him arrested la the
mand for lumber has left them with a con- theft, and
evening the assoeiatiiin sat ilotvIi to
he did not deliver it up to her. i’pon a
ol' the Jameson
siderable stock on hand and the severe if
supper at the armory
this he became frightened, gat e up the (iuavds. Plates were laid tor -.’(Ml persons.
drouth lias prevented the manufacture of
watch immediately, and passed into sool war days
the entire quantity of logs cut last winter,
Speeches lull ol reinini-eenee
other car. Before measures could lie tak- were made.
t his regiment is allowed i>\
so that they
intend doing only a limited
en for his arrest, he escaped.
business. One prominent firm in this city
special order ol' the War Department to
have inscribed on its ling' the names of
intend to sell all their teams and will do
Gloucester lists been si most serious sufferer sixfv-nine battle- and engagements, in
nothing in the woods during the winter,
the recent disasters among tie* t fishermen w hich it has participated, 't he association
and others will do but little in comparison by
sailing out of that port. Over one hundred men
with tlie operations carried ou heretofore. have disappeared, leaving as many dependent has adjourned till the second Wednesday
in September of next year.
widows and families.
[Bangor Whig.
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Last week the remaining Herman
soldiers were withdrawn from French Soil,
and the occupation elided.
It closes a
peril nl of humiliation lor the French nation,
such as it had never before known. Hut

§7.'),U0d.

Mr. Heorgo 1
Field,(ioneral I’nssetiger
It will he seen that the remainder of the
Agent of the Hasten! aint .Maine Central
crew of the Polaris have been rescued
by liailroads, lias gotten lip a very neat handa Scotch whaler and taken to Dundee.
book of (.ravel, handsomely illustrated,
These were the men whose deserted
camp showing the pointsof interest to lie reached
was found by the
Tigress, as stated in the In those roads —the White Mountain Reaccount which we published last week.
gion, Hake Wiuipiseogee. Ml. Desert,
Their experience was quite unlike that of
in the interior and on the coast of
points
the Tyson party, who floated for so
many Maine, -New Hampshire, and Massachuweary months on a drifting iceberg, as setts. ll is a.
very neat little volume, and
they made a long and dangerous voyage must commend to tourists the
very exin boats made from the wreck of the
cellent roads which it advertises.
We
Polaris, The public will now be told all
think Mr. Field musL love a joke, for he
the unwritten history of this unfortunate
introduees tin1 ballad of the fellow who
expedition—the mysterious death of Capl. while
Ilall will be learned from the mouths of
Hiding up from liungor,
< m tIn* Kastern train.
other witnesses,and we shall hear the other
From a six weeks’ shooling
side of the story of the
I n the woods td Maim*.
mysterious desertion of Tyson’s
a cinder out of a
oteierved the
party on the ice field.

ha

■

and iron more than make up for the
higher
rates of wages he lias to
pay, and he
mitt(*d the crime during the pendency of salt from Liverpool. Sell. Ceylon, belongclinches his statements by
asseuing that the lirst
ease, were afterwards eonvieled,
ing to Fernald, Stetson A Co., was wreckhe not only receives orders at. home, hut
ed on the Nova Scotia-coast in the August
has “already been approached in a busi- and got thirty-live years each in State
Prison. From that day to this garroting gam. and the master, Capt. John Packard,
ness way in
regard to building iron steamAll these items we find ill llm
been an unknown crime in Mas>aelm- drowned.
ha*
ships for merchants in a certain counlry
Herald.
setts.

does not know it yet.

1111'ei

bages weighing thirty

died on the Il’th, at the age of 71.
low.
an instance of this which occurred in
Massachusetts, when the brutal dime of 1!. \V. Atwell. Hector of St Thomas' and
robbery by garroting was inlrodueed St. .Mark's church, has reeei\ ed an appointthen*.
Judge Kussell, then upon tin* ment as Special Agent of the Koeietv for
bench, sentenced the lirst convicted ulVend- the Increase of the Ministry, and will
er to
thirty-live years at hard labor in the (lose his ministry in that town. Hark d. ruddy
State Prison.
Two others, w ho had com- c Norwood has arrived with a cargo of

And so of murder in .Maine, if, instead
Ho began his works only
eighteen of
paltering with red-handed murderers
months ago, and has now 2,300 men workuntil they are led to think themselves
as
hard
as
with
a
of
ing
they can,
prospegt
much abused members of soeietv, the
plenty to do for their life-times, and a deof justice should be so used as
sire on his part to employ more. The only machinery
t.o take tlieir worthless lives in the briefthing he fears is free trade in ships, and est time after a fair
trial, the rapid inhe does this not because be cannot stand
crease of murders which
Judge Walton
against ordinary competition from foreign
out would cease.
It is a reproach
points
countries, but because lie thinks the buildto our stale and a stigma upon the
people
ers on the
Clyde might combine to under- of Maine that more, murders should have
sell him and drive him from the Held, lie
been committed in twenty months Iasi
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will !»•• nearly tv.o hundred five high
Autumn commenced last Monday.
-ehuol- in the State ilii- fall.
Tin* day> and uigliis an* now of equal length.
i: i- thought i!i;*t the Buck-port
railroad I
bridge aer«-*-’ die IVpoh -cot will In* completed | The !ii*s| cargo of this year's crop of hay was
l»\ January. 1*71.
shipped last week.
-.dd (hat high uifi- hmg wai-t- and light
ll
It i' lively about tin* wharves now. discharg-IrrV
wid he the di<i ingtii.sjiing point- in'
ing lumber, ual and rojU.
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female attire
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The weekly shows of the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, which have l&yn

the repeal ol the salary-increase hill next
winter, and denounced President Oraut
not only for having given the act his support and signature, hut for having since
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of this corruption he shows <lo\a Hair,
ernor Dix to have been the
figure-head,
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Stump.

the

adequate means, heaping up bonded
indebtedness fearfully increasing the cost
while Thomas 11. Durant. ,who gave 810,of the work, that if has foreseen that main
of these top-heavy structures must come ooo to make llarlau a Tinted states senaPersonal ! tor. was chief engineer. Senator Thurto the ground sooner or later.
extravagance has been added to corpora- man announced his intention to work for

<
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■>i*iiil tlie Commodore fought up his line
ml earned up others in a reviving market.
vu
York Central ivent
after one

l

So many railroad

out

length in eolumii.) si.for tliree weeks, and
for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
square charged as a full one.

t’ailure-

up ami .In* i. a Vuhitrn. \\ e copy it below :
im-il t. -hake the building ill which all
At tin 'pelting' of the September Term
mail brokers were I'ur the moment of tie Suo'-enie Court in this
county yeswith
I
M.
aigers tleil every way
i ii-rdav. Judge Walton delivered to the
-i
ul ruin, ami down eame the
to and .Inn a charge ot great ability, eonV e-loru t'nion
ii along I!,,- line
o'iir ig so iiilie!i -oiind sense and v igorous
I
at ss 1--J : in ten minutes it had
1,nun It dese, res to lie printed and
iialves or quarter-, or
pointIt is a
read hr cve.y eiti/.eu of Maine.
1
were recognized in the sudden
areat p,v that a copy of il could not be
that slock. A legion of brokers -e icd on
every member of the Fifty
margin- were -wallowed up in an fliiril l.cgirlaiiirc. as vv ell as on (ioveruor-wanned into the exchange in -ave eleei
lfiigiev and his Councillors.
in
1v
by -udden -ales, which with
lleiuarkittg that more murders have
a
moment -ent price- further down.
been pc pel ated in Maine vv it (till tin* past
! m
-triigglo and eni-li. the desperate ivventv moiitlis than during any previous
the
a'
ami
.seller-,
triumph
Iriug
buyer,, u, ,f r.\ ot the State's existence. Judge
lie
-hort interest and the panic of the
Wallo.i i. o. ceded to discuss the cause of
a
room
made tlie tossing, -urging
siieli an c.i..munis increase of capital
i.di-monium which recalled the darkest
,in.
among a people where population
of Black Friday.
n
i- diminishing and w hose laws profess to
x--t e,mteiit witli the disastrous laet. the
! proliinit tin- sale of intoxicating liquors
heaped upon it false report after ;.u a. oeverage. File Judge iinils in the
re -oil.
involving the oldest houses depiora'.'le condition of our capital legisl lie members of (inns who
tin street,
lation and in itie disc editable iuellicicuay
-urprisod by the announcement had of orr executive ample explanation for
The bear clique
time t" deliberate.
the pro-cut p ovale nee of mu "der and vioalready -elling the market down in
lence in the Kt.ee. tiie humph of mob law
Kxehaiige. and price- w ere declining and the inn1 ai"ii\ of life, -u
alarming to
ight fully.
rhe friends o! law and order and so disa. eour.se every one gave orders to sell
1
graceful to the citizens of Maine. He
ii
bug- a- quick a-possible in order commented with proper severity on (he
of a the best prices, and in tlii way
absolute n itl-ai of our l lovernofs to exe.-•ii
the brokers returned to the Long
cute rh. laws w hich they had sworn to enwas
to
the
kb an
fre-h impetus
given
force against murderers, until the statute
.!•• i ine. which brought about a fearful
the death penalty had become
,-mi
there was no one on hand with denouncing
a mocket y and ! lie dentil sentence a solemn
e
r
and money to arrest it either, and
farce. provoking the contempt of the asthe bear clique taking advantage of the
sassin on whom it is passed, who before
nvital demoralization, made contusion
murdering hi- victim had been taught onw
r-e contounded.
too well tiiai the law of Maine was
When Western T'nion gave way the ly
mad. only to be ridiculed by culprits and
be market went, and the Vanderbilt into in di-regarded by lloverno'-s.
i'
tiuent-. such as New York Centra
And yet, proceeded the Judge, while the
i ike Shore and Harlem, could not resist
murderer is practically assured that the
■
general onslaught.
penally denounced by law will never be
v
-eon as it became evident that the
indicted he is still aniher encouraged to.' ... k
was
suceessUnioti
Western
upon
vv eil tin- gratification of hi> wicked
pasi. and that a panic could not be averted,
sions, and invited to the execution of his
a. b arto
sell
New
York
Central, fiendish
began
the
purpose by
extraordinary prol.ike Shore and lloek Island in large
visions ot our laws, some of which are
i< i-ks, and
seemingly with the utmost peculiar to this State and seem almost dekli's-nexThe bull clique in Western
signed to make the conviction of the murI moil, the members of which are large
derer dillicit!I and to postpone it to the
a.dders of these stocks, being weakened
One of these is
latest possible period.
v the panic in their favorite
speculative that remte'kaide
statute recently enacted,
pei Lilly, could not resist the onslaught,
which discriminates uumistakablv in favor
H
d prices tumbled down like a roof about
ot the murderer and the incendiary, by
in- head of the
occupant, until good d-ivigranting them a premium denied lo other
■end-payiiig stocks were sold lower than offenders,
authorizing them to draw on
a
been known for years.
the Count Treasury for hundreds of dolON TUI STREETS.
lars to pay uot only one but two
lawyers,
I torn ilip first announcement. of the whether itizeus of Maine or other Stales,
a
until
after
the
liual
of
not
to
det.-ud
them
before
the
-pension
closing
only
jury,
stock Exchange, the sidewalk at the but .tiler verdict granting them further
lil
t'
of Nassau and Wall streets was gratuities to enable them to prepare bills
t by a throng which till day
changed of exception and thus to delay sentence
elements hut not in numbers. Must until alter the annual law court.
drawn by curiosity, and stared fn a
Keli ring to Judge Blaekstonc's remark
w u\
at the window s of the bankingon the
importance that punishment should
until lie police bade them inoveon. he
rhijji and to the profound observation
i.i
brood"
were
who
there—men
of Chuueellor Kent that it was equally im-‘panic
n in the street
only in times file- portant that it should tie ■gr'iab/. tile Judge
.-ool and collected, looking to find went on to show that in Maine the punaccount hi the beaten-down market ishment of capital crime is neither certain
ail tiua to disappear until another crash
nor
speedy. Uncertain, because there is
no reasonable prospect that the
penalty
IN WASHINGTON.
denounced will ever be inflicted, or that
at all will be imposed, because
any
penally
I tie
scene at Washington on Thursday
obstacles unknown to all former experianing was quiet. There was hail in ence have been
interposed to prevent it.
or somewhere, but
nothing to indicate 1 Not
speedy, because the law itself delays
-I'm about the marble building of Jay
the exeeir.il. 11 until death at the hands of
t
"he oil Fifteenth street.
At the hour
the exeeiitii'iier i- as little dreaded
Hiti, while depositors wore standing
by tlie
murderer or the villain who meditates
m tie- paying tellers counter with their
liur-der or arson, as 1 he remote
in-' "ks
prospect
properly drawn, and an atmosphere of natural d. nth iby (he vnun<>' and
'■rentlv about the establishment, a fat,
man.
My tmial gentleman, commonly called healthy
He referred ti
l tiowaii. with the
tin,, peremptory chalauthority of a special
lenges g'-allied by our law to the prisoner
eman, ordered everybody out of the
in capital ease.-, giving him a decided ad.if.i.g lii'ti-f oi Henry D. Cooke A Co.
midday h fibers had assaulted them and vantage over oilier criaiina'.s, because it
iiipteil to seize their cheeks and drafts 'enabled huu iu so ike from the panel at
v
would nut have been more aston- U-ast eight mareintodigeiit and till .--minded
I -bed.
jurors He l'ui. her disapproved of the trial
Met out. gentlemen, get out—the or- of cap;.a! ease- by a sing'e judge.because it
involved an ne age delay of a year after
:u’e 1" close the dour !" Unpaid cheeks
extended over the comitet, but no verd cL before sentence can be passed, mid
'(ientle- tin- ex, ao della y provision that sentence
appeared to receive them.
oi dea. h shall noi. be executed for one
11, y ou must get out: my orders are to
ithe door, and you must leave." A year even ail.or sentence.
1 In- Judge expressed tlie
if dozen business men, who have deopinion that
it the gi-atu'ly offered
-U’-d with this tirm for
by law suonhl be
years, reluetant; anted their backs oi. the
counter; and, revoked, die privilege of peremptory chalthey reached the marble steps and lenge abolisnud or reduced to the same
od tiie slam of the doors, stared in liinit as
Onier e'-;iiihia,l
cases, a majoyity
ihIn
face, and said, “is it possibh 5 ot the jaw judges requirtu! to attend all
nil tune i- it ? The house of
Jay Cooke capital 1 rials and to dispose of legal queshas really failed.
•v *
For a firm with uii.ns as the l yd progresses, so tluu at
:r bav
king would never have suffered a tlie end lit it die piisoner should tiither be
tiient's financial embarrassment mil css set lit Vibem or sentenced, and that senIni'
fxhauslcd their last soliree of ton, take effect within sixty days instead
ot a year, and if the l.xeeutives
I f
would execute
the law against murder,
tvil.ll JfKIDAY.
capital
'•rime would begin to decrease, instead of
1
.(■ week earlier than the Black Friday
rapidly
augmenting.
.hi tears
ago, the Wild Friday of ]t<7:!
ami went. It came with the fall of
Alluding tu tin: execution of Cullen Ivy
l
and Hatch, as that had followed the the men of Aroostook last spring1, the
.i-peusiou i.'l Jay Cooke 4V Co., ami il left Judge attributed this introduction ofYVestern i.ytuh iavv into .Maine, a crime so fortael. with twenty linns hroken, credit
'■ring, and men looking with dread lbr eign to (lie hahits ami instincts of ourpeo1 in'll
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Senator Thurman hits taken the stump
long time the air has been full of
the signs of a coining storm in Finances. in Ohio and is making speech which are
Mon who wore earning on operations simply overwhelming in their demonstracalling for the use ami disbursement of tion by tacts and figures of the utter rotlarge sums of money have felt anxious tenness of republican legislation and adFor
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k not till
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1 im* to construct and opei'aie ll’oin
import 10 Ellsworth than from Bangor
Elkworth. hnsidt*s mon than a half
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in distance.
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age pel mile, .‘f h(.J2.< M1.
? -a
mind that t he Bridging, masonry\
\va\. ;r< *a. etc. ill tile above coin1'
tin- present purpose omitted
1:oiil *ueh.
Notwithstanding we have culled the
ul earth exeat atinli in the above estie -aloe 1 .; b«..ll' line- we are
h.lent that the earth work on the Bucksliiuan be constructed at a nitteh
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tigun than on the other line, as
t!:. t.;~ will
sand at a mi tell
retuovi
that the clay ami hard rock
•diimdant on the Bangor and
nil
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rt.h line
Y..til's,
I. 1 lit ki.anii, Engineer.
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hope that the building is a strong one,
Ki-ly to last fiir a good while after I’rindle
ha- gone to settle the matter elsewhere,
ai d
thus remain a xvarning to all future
Bundles
[N Y. Tribune.
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Viter
in both the llou. c and ihe Senate.
all this, it was not wonderlul that he
should have gone up to Massachusetts,
flushed with confidence, to ear. v olf the
mam lorce, uml
should
<J<iyitii(Uv1ii|>
have been aide to set the Federal machine

aid him almost iminediatrh on
his arrival, and should have in a few i\ ceks
shown the decent people of the State that
at

work

to

it would lie at least dilHcult to defeat him.
U'hat i- wonderful is, that the decent people should not long ago have ioreseen
what was coming, and that what is called
•■the revolt of the Advertiser," a sharp intimation I iv tiiat paper that thetiovernnumt

forfeiting the support of ’Massachusetts, should have been reserved until he
had nearly packed the Nominating CunAnother thing
vent ion with his own tools.
in the canvass that is surprising many
was

people

outside the State is the tact that

.Massachusetts liepulilieans should lie so
\ cry
indignant just now over Federal interference in their State election. There
is nothing novel or unforeseen about this.
The [’resident and his advisers are only
doing in Massachusetts what they have
been doing in other Stales, with the connivance or approval of Massachusetts.
The meddling in support ot Butler is a
perfectly natural sequence of the support
of Casey and Packard. Butler is in some

Interest is once more created in the ease
of Stokes, by the approach of the time set
for his third trial for the murder of James
l isk, Jr., and this interest is intensified
by the recent arrest of a lady who, it is
claimed will be an important witness
against the prisoner, and who lias managed to keep out of the way of the officers
since the shooting of Fisk, nearly two
This lady is Mrs. Minnie J.
years ago.
Benton, widow of Gen. Benton, of the

Army, and the testimony
which, il is asserted, it is in her power to
give will, it is supposed, enable the District Attorney to secure a verdict against
Confederate

Stokes when lie is brought up for trial.
Mrs Benton was not a witness on thepre\ ions trials of Stokes, and her testimony

other sources it was learned that
M 's. Kenton was a guest at the Grand
Genital Hotel on Jan. G, 1872, when Fisk
1-

the world began.

It

is

a)!-healing pain reliever.

a

counter-irritant,

an

Cripples throw away

their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous hires
are

rendered harmless and the wounded

healed without

a sear.

Tt is

no

humbug.

recipe is published around each bottle.

selling

because ii

are

i-

ta«t

does just what il

pretends

I'he
It is

to

Nlaml

or

now

sutler from rheumatism, pain

swelling deserve

to

sutler if they will not

use

More ilian lono certificates

Centaur Liniment.

owners—tv is

No

family

r

dme.it is worth your attention.

.should

>c

without, Centaur Liniment.

which
I ne

tureo.' this
be
tiling

,.

nur-

Castoria is more than u substitute lor Castor Oil. It is the only safe jv.viele in existence
which • > certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, erre wind colic ami roduec natural
sleep. It coms'ins neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.
12 Samples bv maU, 50 els.,retail quick for #10.
R. L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham So., N. Y.
lv*20

complaints,as well

dysp< psia. liver complaint, and other kindred dis
orile
I «m coughs and colds, canker, a-thma and
riieemai ic diilicul i<*-. it !ias been proved by ,i»* mo-t
bu.idae! am! convincing trials and testimony, fo be
an
invaluable medicine.
flu* proprietors are in
as

-ion of le;tei> from persons ol Hie liighest
naiacter amt lespom ibi1!}. .estifying in unequivo
o rin." ‘o the ewe, H
cted and the satisfactory
re-ult" produced, i.
e
variety of cases by t lie
l»oss,

ing

''i'y country in tne world, and is becoming more
and more popular every year It
healing properties
nave been fully tested all o\er the world and it need
only In- known to be prized.

b:.

nil

Druggists.

4w9£p

WF

HAVE

NOW

\euiaigia,

\

»•

No.

Per sale

-jKi

STOCK

IN

FIRST (’LASS

to turn out

Geo.

over

F.

is

purely

A

Large Assortment

of

BUCK ALPACAS & MOHAIRS

i\

FIELD & MATHEWS,
PheonixKow,

Belfast.

of

an

Invalid,

Puoli.-hed a
warumg and for tlt«* benefit of Young
Men and other wito suHer from Nervous Debility,
Loss OP MANHOOD, etc., suppbi.tg the means of
self-cure. Written by o.ie who cured himself after
undergoing eonsidi rub < onaekery, end sent free on

receiving

a

SutlWei

pod paid directed envelope.

are

funl-‘-j.

Thirty

iii\ ited to addles- the author. •
N A 1 11 AM El. MA YPAll'L
box
brook!) n, N

Years’

Experience

of

an

KINDS.

FIELD & MATHEW'S

Purchased at

living prices
largest
good
Parlor Setts, Sofas, Lounges, iChairs,
Tables and Chamber Setts, Black
Walnut, Chestnut & Pine,

the

No Exaggeration.
brought to this Town.
FEATHERS, all kinds, from Simpson Roosters to
best live Geese.
MATTRESSES, Heir, Husk and

Lomeslic

Carriage Owners
H.

e.

CHILDREN

often

for mi other
stomach.

look
than

causes

Pale

having

and

wor ms

Sick
in

and

HOW A r i>

■a———— ■ ——1

■■

all coloring or
us<*d in worm

—n——>a

MAORI EM.
Iii this city. 1sth inst., by M. S. Staples, F.-q., Mr
l.dwurd White of horndike*, and -Mis* Jenny Car
t<*r of 11oy.
In the city, 17th inst., by Rev. Dr. 1\: trey, James
S. Haiviinan and FJhi f. Dutton.
I .i Libel tv, Kth inst., at tiie residence of t he bride’s
father, V5”iam Aver. Fstp, by Rev. (i. L. .Mathews
of Auburn, Charles II
Baldwin, of Flm'.'a, \. X
Florence F. Ayer of Liberty.
and M
In Jackson, Se>J. Ml<t. by J. II. Cook, Fsq., Air.
Anil) -ise V. Dotige of Brooks, and Mrs. < hariotte
Robinof Bel i-m
In sea snort, ldth, bv R* v. J. II. Adams, Cupt.
( Inn >«
Salvage and Miss Lizzie Roulstone.hoth of S
In I remont, Westchester Co., N. Y.. Sept. Kth,
I)'.- Re\. Alex. Nesbitt, A. I C. Dotige, t»f Washing*
ami Ah*.--. Alary A. Alc"nv of New York
ton, !>.(
cit \
in llallowt ll, S» lit. isth, at the rt sidence of the
bride's for her, by Rev. C. Fuller, Albert 11. Davis
and I m I... daughter of tin* officiating c’erg\ mail.
1 Caiiitlen. Aug. JO, Air. FrankUn A. Wadsworth
of LincoUn :Me, and Aliss Clara J. Stinson ol'C.
In Uberty, SepL Uth, Air. Albion Collin of l*ab
mo, and Af's." Alir.y L* lleatli ol'SomerviMe.
In Alontx‘U«s Sept. l.Jth, Al
Lorin T. Foster and
Aliss Fnnna F. Thompson, both of MontviUe.
In Roc!'and, Sept. Uth, Alt. .J. R. Annatoin of
New York, and AI ss lCi*»*e.ia F. Sherman of Rock
lai*I
In South 1 hoinastoii. Sept. lJth, Air. WiMiam
Thompson t»f D**\ enpori, low a, and .Miss Ala"y
Ail* Ua AlcLoon of So. fhomaston.
s

1 >1 Kl >.
( Ob 'duary notices, beyond the Date, Xante and Age
must be paid /on.)
In this city, 15th inst., Edwin W. Beck with, aged
23 years, 7 mouths and 24 days.
In this city, 20th inst.,
dolmny E. Young, aged 0
months.
In this citv, Sept. oth, Anna Belle,
daughter of
George and Harriet F. Blake, aged 1 year, 3 months.
In \Y interport.
Sept. 10th, of heart disease, Mrs.
Augusta Laurence Lunt, relict of WiWiuin Lunt, Jr.,

aged
In

47 years, 0

Swanvi'le,

BELEAST LIVERY CO.
tfll

Call and See

Gr. W. BURKETT & CO.,

Hayford Block,

Church St.,

Vi-o Trimmings to correspond, which are fining
manufactured to order by first rla«s workmen at ilow price< as the times will afford.
Cl ITING attended to in all ii- brunch. s by my
sell*.
1 liuvi also a liue assortment of

FURNISHING GOODS
all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, in rentbox
three boxes for *-’■'• cents, in all ,-izes ami all the
other belter grades oi Collars, ti ll
It
I. l.< »KL).

<>i
or

CLOSING OUT!

C. H. MilTCHELL
to tin* citizen- of Belfast and vicinit y that
he has opened :f retail department in connection
with his wholesale, where he will keep an assort
meat of French and Domestic Confectionery manufactured at his place from the best of < irauulati d
dm 12
Sugar.
announces

trade the genuine

>

Administ e:itoi-’.s Sale.
CF. be sold at public auction by v irtue of a
licence from the Court o! Frobate >n*tRe
ounty of Waldo, on Saturday, the 25th day of October, A. D.. 1S73, at 2 of the clock F. .Yk,,••on the
premises, so much of the real estate of Isaac Bryant,
late of Uncolnvile, in said County of Waldo. d«
ceased, intestate, as will produce the sum of six.
hundred ami titty dol'urs for the payment of the said
deceased's just debts, charges of administration and
incidental charges; said real estate consists of wood
land.
OF.OKOK DK1.NKWA1FB, Admu.
3wl2
BiucolnvFle, Sept. :'.d, 1873.
<

it i. the

WJ

glove

]\Totice 2

bring

riAll F

following list of ta.xes.ou rea! estate of mnr
lit owue. s in lie tor not Belmont, for
year 1872, in bi'ls comma ed to .Samuel Fletcher,
collector of said *0V7ii, on t no 31st day >f August, the
1872, lias been re.;cn) -u bv him to me. as remaining
unpaid on the 20m dav of Ai'gusl, lsr:j, by h;.s ce'-d
eate of hat date, and now remain unpaid, and notice
is hereby given that If he said taxes and iniere-t and:
charges are mu pa'u ;mo die trea arv of said town
wir oi eigntee.i mo.it ns
om ihe date of die com
1

tunny Americans

so

All who

Paris.

have

1 K SI US(. U' Bill:, -urv iviug partner of tlu- lull.*
JL linn <»f K. II. JOHNSON x <'»>.. now of!'*• r- for
sale at reduced price-, for thirty day
at t-heir old
-land in Hay ford Block, on < hurch St., heir entire
'took of choice Millinery. l)rirriminings and
1 ann' Hoods for tlie purpo-e of clU'inp out and
settling u{>.
The stock consists entirely ol' new and desirable
good-, f would tender thunks to our patrons and
tin* public general!' ibr their liberal patronage, and
hope they will avail themselves t further selections
from our line of coods, and aid in clu-ing out our
stock.
N. B.
I In- cutii sti.ek will be -old at a great bur
gain to any person wishing to purchase. 1 he store
i- a beaat'ful location and ha- had a large run •>!
trade.
MAKY JACKSON.
Belfast. sept. 1,\
till

had them will'be glad to be able, lor the
lirst time to

them in

buy

SUBSCRIBER having sold his tor* has re
rpilE
I moved to the “Tieree Block
oppo--?e tie dd
stand, where he would he happy to -re hi- old friend*

BELFAST!

;

(iloves known

other

an-

•*.)om in's.”

in tin- town of Belmont, in ihe
for me year 1872.

N'>n-Beside.i! t:t\
< ounty of Wald

which

home from

There

genuine

Wliat wo offer is tin*

HTE.

as

JOTJVI1T

Vs he intends to do-, up hi
and customers.
jre«
ent business before long, he earnestly request
nil
those iudehted to make payment before the
t of

January

‘CALL

Tor which

we are

o

f
'-y.
Part 58

DANE,. IIARADEN.

>6

20
Young, John,
Watson, Isaac,
5
Part 08
liardner, Samuel,
Part 1*8
2
Thomu-, Charles,
Cross, Joshua, 1 uPl and pi ivilege,
Hunt, (ieorge F.,
Bart 98
25
White, I. W Boston, 1 house, 1 barn,
SAMUEL FLF.'J’tHFB
Belmont. Sept. 12th, 1873.

4
,50
.09
7.40
3.08
11.70

15.
14.
200.

02.
2fo.

'['lie above Oloves

PROF. TRIPP.

Thursday, Sept. ‘J5lh. Subject
Napoleon.
PROF. TRIPP. Friday, Sept. L*f»th
Subject—The
Second Empire.
i’HOMAS NAST. Tuesday evening, Oct. 14. Subject—Caricaturing.

Subject

be

Subject

and date

to

be

Tickets for the

Single tickets fifty

I lei fast,

Sept. 15,

course

of

eight lectures, $‘*.50.

AY. ('. Marshall,
L. AY. Pkxih.kton,
AY. II. Simpson,
I’hilo Hkrsky.
.John IE Qrniuv,
II. P. Thompson
AY. H. Fooler,
ls7.».—4wll
Committee.

STICKNEY dealers in Boots, Siioks,
ItrmiKits, Stock Sc Findings, respectfully

CATES

Sc

prepmed

ami

v-einity that
good bm grins in
city, Min'hope by
a’lioernl snare of

your patronage.
(Jem’s calf-boois, sewed or pegged, mace to order
on short notice, lh p :n.ignently anc.
,.oni,>tlydone.
No. 28, ( L'STO.M IOUSE SQUARE.
(Under Journal Office.)
J. C. CATES, JR.,
E. L.STICKNEY.
Belfast Allay 27, l?7t>.

I’lain

FRUITS

CIGARS, WRAPPING

u

m

Q

S’

3C
3>

tt

d

HAIR
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0
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FANCY HAIR

PINS, &c.,
Our real hair
very best quality

switches
at

are

the lowest

imported

&c.

and of the

w

-<

J

? to

*•

£

r*i

v»

prices.

Yours Respectfully,

B. F. WELLS

■■■

1
g

®
Cfi

ft-

CARTER’S

To

RESTAURANT.

Ship Owners and Builders,
Town. County and Mate rights tor
ksale tor tin1 use of John Carver's Patent
Improved Port stopper Fastening-.
Letters Patent having her n granted to

John Carver of Lincolnville. and Jonathan P. Cillcy of Rockland July .".'d, is?::.
This invention Inis for its object to juovide an improved device ‘or stooping, in nu 'diant vcs-els, t i«*
ports or orifice in tin* hovrs or sides of the vessels
through which freight ■ taken into the hold ; the invention having special rele; once to ports for taking
ole .o all kinds of ports;
in lumber but being
and being designed .o furni-h an a nun H’s ihereabr
wliit li w ill take no lit; te room, an* i>«» om of the wav
and, which will
when the Conner is on. of the on
seen elv l’pCcn the Co.me in the port in a very sime
comen*e'it
an*
njyn
ple
IF using dils L." tive, Port Siopocr Fastening
we o nir e the use of a lanyard saving time a.nl
mo :t •, a.•«'. securing t tc no,. :n much l“ss time anil
more sec.1 e hen '»» ihe o>*» method.
Tb’s Po t S m re Fasien'ng consists of an eve holt
ot a link to
made fa I in lie oovt fort lie
pass th-o.K,ii a. c oss-bar having i.mgonul slots to re
ceive * »e inner en«..? of tin* link-, through which
insert et,.
weege s in net. Levs ate me
For further oa; tic'da s address
JOHN' CAPN FR. LiiicoL'ville, Me.. or
JONATHAN 1*. ClLi.F.v, Rockland,Me.
_____

A. R. CARTER respectfully informs bis numerous
still at the old
friends and customers that he i

stand, CITY SALOON, where be will always be

ready

New Firm.
announce to the citizens ol' Belfast
to give ns
they are now
the above as can be had in the
strict ittentioa to business to merit

1119

an-

cents.

,u

to inform their friend- and the public
that they are non prepared to wait upon
them at short notice. Al l. UKbKUS BV M a 11
PROMPTLV V I ri.NHEl) I • >.
I I M V« !.
A A. H L Rl>
tf41

a

an-

nounced.

FOREIGN

:ii*

Beg leave

CURLS, BRUSHES.

nounced.
H. CHAFIN'.

>•

generally

0

DICKINSON. Thursday eveuing, (let. .'lo.
Subject to be announced.
Two lectures in December, by PROF. I KIPP, to be
announced hereafter.

Rev. E.

at rea-

and head dress goods of every description at Wells*.
Now in stock a. splendid assortment of the best
human hair Switches lVom $1.50 to $lb.ou, also
LIMA and di l l, SWITCHES, LIMA and .11 IE
CllltiXOXS, Long and Short LINEN BRAIDS,
FR1ZZETTS, RATS, Ac. OLD LADIES FRONT
BRAIDS. CURLS, and everything that pertains to
Real or Imitation of head dress goods.

ANNA

to

1

PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR 6c MOLAS
SES CORN
CAKES, CORN
CANDY, COCOANUTS, &.C.

W.

F\
HUMAN

Louis

and date

selling

SWITCHES !

popular lecturers

STANTON.

are

Every Fair Warranted.

the

The managers of the Iocoum have the pleasure of
announcing that the course for the season, consisting of eight lectures, will commence at HAYFOKD
IIAf.L, on THURSDAY EVENING, SEPT. b*5th,
Engagements have been ellected with the following

KATE

we

sonable prices.

B.

BELFAST LYCEUM COURSE.

Wuoh-nh
and Fancy

ana

IN ONI' AM) I'WO BI"[’TONS.

3\\ 12

f.»r

I

TOBACCO AND

We also have a full line of

treasurer.

Mannfaotuml at MITCHELL'S
Wholesale traile.

>

CONFECTIONERY,

—

h
.,

7 -tlu—

MACE & HURD

$3.70

2".

..

All!;. "7. 1-7

Manufacturers

*

H
^
*100.

•!.

SOLE AGENTS IN BELFAST,

THOMPSON’S BEST KIDS

^

o
Sw

and
puri *o
out.

OVER AND SEE ME t"

the
Hclf:,

nii'anent of me said IjI’ 1
so much of ihe real estate
taxed as v.i’l he sufficient to pay ihe amount due
therefor, iuchu"ug ixit-***c*st and charges, w'U hr sold
a;
pubjje auc on, at my dwelling house in said town,
oi. tue
firstuay of Mil oh, 1S4. atone oM-n.lv in ihr
afternoon.

’t

next.

lie will ket p a good-fork of | lo ir. <. o.-erieprovision-, which will be sold as i ,,\ a- in he
I’iie h dune* o| :i.- -lock oi
chased clesi where.
rnestic I>ry Hoods w ill be' »ld V T t «t, i.. do-.-

re MU?

Kane,

0a years.
In fhomaston, Sept. 12th, Charlie R., sou of I. II.
Burkett, aged 10 weeks.
In St. George, Sept. 14, Mr. Joseph Averill, aged
72 years, 0 months and 27 days.
In Camden, 14th inst., George B., sou of James S.
and -Mary E. Knowlton, aged 2 years, » months.
In Monroe, 11th hist., .Mrs. Elizabeth Robertson,
aged 50 years.
In Brooks, 1stli inst., Mrs. Susan Rich, aged 75
years and 5 months.
In Lincolnville, loth inst., Mr. James W. ('alderwood, aged 38 years.
hi Rockland, 1.3th inst., Willie, son of Win. G. and
Margaret J. Love, aged 11 months.
In Rockland, 10th inst., John, son of John and
Sarah Rue, aged .3 years and 5 months.
In Rockland, 13th inst., Win. O. Mathews,
aged 02
years, 4 months and 7 days.
In Rockland, 11th inst., Mrs. Harriet L., wife of
Capt. A. W. (’rockett, aged 45 years, 5 month- and
11 days.

aged

&c

good an assortment of WOOLEN GOODS of all
grades, usually found in a

BELFAST.

mos.

15th inst., of paralysis, Samuel

Single Harnesses,

Belfast, sept, in,

the

ing perfectly
injurious iugiedhuits usually
preparat ions.
( l IM IS X BROWN, I’roni ierors.
No. Mlh Fulton Street, New York.
Sold bv Druggists and Chemists, and thalers in
Mcdicim-s at f wi:nty-Fi vi; Ci.nts a Box.
[lvlsp

other

oni

&

as

iCome earlv to avoid the crowd and -ectire good
seats.»
4wl2*
CHAS. II. lloWAlMb Belfast

BROWN’S VFR.Mi Fl'tiF. COMF1 I S
If 11 F. and free f

tft

The above will be sold low for cash or on time for
good paper and can be seen by calling ut the stable

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

t JTun rK MU A r \L/,

destroy Worms with outinjui y to tin* child, be
W

DURHAM'S FISH

E-

HOWARD MANF. CO,

Housekeeping Goods, Double

takes pleasure in announcing to his friends and tin
citizens of Belfast and vicinity that In* has taken the
paint shop connected with the old stand formerly
occupied by- Messrs..Treadwell & Mansfield where In
is prepared to do carraige painting of every d. crip
turn and in the best manner
He hopes by perfect satisfaction and hones! deal
ing to merit a liberal share of your patronage. Now
is the time to bring in your sleighs.

A

'T'WELVE TO FIFTEEN HORSES suitable
-A- lor Livery, Stage or general work horses.
ALSO THREE COVERED NINE PASSENGER
WAGONS, ONE SIX PASSENGER COACH,
0N1 NrNE PASSENGER OPEX W A G
‘>N. ONE NEW GROCER WAGON,
EVERAL STAGE SLEIGHS,
SINGLE PENGS.

Goods,

Woolen

dm.12

,Jl

m,r

oToSr"
STOKE.

FOB. SALE!

Dress Goods,

Excelsior.

To

Store!

our

--

Ever

Belfast, Sent. 22, 1873.

IRON

WORK OK ALL

-WHEN

at liie lowest
assortnn nt of extra

LIGHT

DO

IS AT

Who otter for salt

PKKFARKD TO Do

IRREGULAR MOULDING. TURNING, BORING AND WOODWORKING GENERALLY.
'Ye are also prepared to

FURNITURE!

Old

cian> ami Nur-t
in tin Knifed states, and has been
used tor thirty wars w ith ,.ever failing safety and
succes> bv millions of mothers and children from
the feeble infant of one week old to the adult. Lt
corrects acidity ot the stomach, relieve' wind colic
legulaif- ih* 1 lowtjs, and gives re.-t, iiealth and comfort to mother .tin! child. NY*' be In e it to be the
Best ami Surest Remedv in tie- \\ o.ld, in JU cases of
DYSFMFRY and 1>I ARRH'FA I N CIIILDRK X,
whether ir arises Mom JVet.iing or fioin any other
can- **.
Full three1 io,is for t>sing will icco.nnaiiy each
Xoi.e ‘.. .min'- 11:»1«
bott'**.
ti e fae-imile of
( FB I Ik
IT'.RIvl.V- i- on tin* outside wrunper.
Sold by all .Medicine dealer*-.
iylsp

tVll

THE PLACE TO BUY

Nurse.
Winslow’s.5 Soothing Syrup »s the
prescription Of ‘of tin* best Female Flnsi-

large quantity

>'hc undersigned gives uotice that he
h. I*. M. BOXNKY
Ds running the
between Belfast ami ( arver’s Harbor,
and
carry.ng freight
passengers. Tieschooner,when in i.ort.inav be found at
Haraden’s wharf.
U,H ]h‘ :lt tin* store of WOODS,
MAIHLUjn & BAi\Ki:, where those having anv
kind i.t « orxiuv }’r.i>i>t'(
niav find him ready
take it at fair prices.
THOM \> BUROKss
Belfast, Sept. ltf, IS ’..

!

Y

Mrs.

a

Reduced Prices!

W'e^cne<s,

The Confessions

having

_S.

AUK

i-p

A
LOOK
FOR EVERY MAN.
fill
"SniM'K Op LIKE, OK Sl
p PUPSLK\ A I ION,' a .Medical treatise on the < 'ause and
Fin''- of l.\.iau-t. d Vitniin Premature Decline m
Alan. Npivuii- mi, Physical Debility, flypoclmndria,
Ini .ott nry, S.jo. iueto’rih<ra
Seminal
am. all otic a di,-e;t-e- arising bom the errors of
youth or tiie i.nli r: etions oi excesses of mature
I'lii-i
in.ba d a oaok |.*r everv man. Thou
y «*:i,-s.
.-aim- lies e ii.-.-e taught hy thi
work the true wav
to health and hapoiness.
It i-. die cheapest and
be n mei.ical v. oi k ever publi-he 1, and the onlv one
oa thi- elaof ill- u ttli reading, both edition,
revi-ed, much enlarged, ilh'.-rra!ed, bound in beaut ii'll Pietich cl -tli
Price only si. Sent bv mail,
post paii*. on receipt of price. Address PEABODY
MEDK \l. INKIN' II.. No. 1 bulfinch street,
1'<»-• on Mass., or Dm W. 11. PAKP till, Assistant
P.bsician. .N. Ii. Hie amhor may be consulted on
the above as well a ah din a-e- repairing skill ami
e Aierieiice.
lydhsp

now

THE SUBSCRIBERS

-AT-

Pulton Street, New York.

by .ill druggists.

sli:ki>|.i{

Jl

ot nice work, tor which tie is
•
pav*ag good
prices for good workmen, and will pay ( a h as fa*t
a- the work is examined until 1 he middle of
October
d B. SI-KKPKK, of. Main St

New Market, for Produce.

CASTLF, President &'M:nniger.
ISAAC e. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.
Belfast, Sept. 22, J873.
t f 1*2

Liniment

>

Tiie
Household
PANACTA
egetaide and all U« alillg
Prepared bv
« I1M1"
& liKOW'N,

150 Good Vest Makers Wanted

j

Feathers, &c..

i- ti«t ii 111»•«|\
in the world lor ihe following
m j 1 a in I <. vi/.
ramps in the Limbs and Stomach. Pain in tin Stomach, liowels, or Side. Kheuuui
ti.-m in :. 11 it
lorm->. billion Colic,
< 'hol<r.t. In
it r\, toil-. Pre-h Wound-, Hums, Sore
llir -i'. Spinal » mipi iint-, Sprains and bruises,
t hills and 1*
i-r.
for internal and External use.
M
op. ration 1 n »t only m relieve the patieut, but
flit in •)
rem.Oftin- ■:. u
of tin- eoniplaint.
It
tin whole ,-\ -dem,
jM'ii1 traie- and pen nh
restoring
lifalt 11y action t.. til ii
parr-, ami ipiickeuing the
v

Styie Wall Paper!

Hold, Sat'

t. \\ bite and Brown, si
lling very low at
>
(
riH >\U\>OVS Furniture,
i'rockery Ware and
Room I’a per Store, Cor. Main and
High .Streets,
Belfast ,v*.

a

TTery Low Prices

ami

Family

ut
on

;

W. W.

I lit? Household Panacea,

Corrected

learned that the mueh-sought-for witness
A bench warrant was
was in New York.
immediately issued for her arrest, and Detectives Tully and Dilke worked untiringly
day and night to discover her whereabouts,
anil finally on Monday night they succeedShe was living
ed in finding her abode.
with a gentleman who is represented as
her brother. The officers, profiting by
their experience in a former attempt to
capture Mrs. Kenton, hired a room in an
opposite house the window of which commanded an uninterrupted view of the lady’s
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
residence. After six days’ careful watchWednesday, Sept. 17.
ing they we -e rewarded by seeing Mrs.
At market for the current week—Cattle 328G; Sheep
Kenton in her apartments,and immediately and
Lambs 8,829; Swine 18,775; number of Western
entered the house, where she was found Cattle 29G8. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
325. Eastern Cattle, —.
Dr. Charles F. Draper, of Newark, has, it is in company with her brother. Unlearn- Milch Cows,
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Exa
the business of the detectives she did tra
reported, fallen heir to $250,000 left him by
ing
00a7 25; first quality $G 50a0 87; second
$7
quality
Frenchman who died in Cah'o-nia lately. He not
75nfi 37 1-2; third quality $4 l-2a5 02; poorappear taken by surprise, but stated quality $5of
attended the Frenchman during a temporary
coarse
est
Oxen, Bulls,
$3 50a4 25.
grade
was aware that she was sought
illness in 1870, and a sense of gratitude made that [she
Brighton Hides—9c per lb. Brighton Tallow Gaafter, and laughed merrily on being told 6 l-2c per lb.
him leave the bulk of his estate to the doctor.

promptness and

Manager’s office in I'henix Row,
White’s store.

ot

1

Sold

New
I*1

tomers.

of ihi

Unit the Bain Killer is
great me..h
all its pro actor* claim for it is amply
proved bv iiie unparai’ed popularity it lias attained.
It i" a sure and effective ivmedy. It is sole in almost

use

de

SELECTION !

i

Mr. Abbott, Air Chase, and all the well known
supervisors and workmen of the establishment, will
be found at the new place, ready to wait
upon eus

s not jjoeu introduced.
usefulness i another great fi a
;.u!»V niedicine. f i< not only the

Hoard medicine for all such

A

WORK.

over

PRICE-GU^RRENTb

Weekly for the JourHid, ^
Belfast, Wednesday, Sept. 24, iSrx.b
SuO
$9.00ftl3.5C> Round Hog,
Flour,
Corn Meal,
80a00 Clear Salt Pork,
$lsa'-*o
Wauo
l.lOal.15 Mutton per lb.,
Rye Meal,
lOaOO
OOal.OO'Lamb per lb.,
Rye,
17aJ8
80a0C Turkey per lb.,
Corn,
lGa20
G0aG5 Chicken per It).,
Barley,
lsa’.'o
2.50a3.00 Duck per lb.,
Beans,
15aoo
Marrowfat Peas, 1.25al.50 Geese per lb.,
GOoGo Hay per ton,
$12al<>
Oats,
C5a70 Lime,
Potatoes, new,
£1.35a0.00
lOaOO
Dried Apples,
Gag'Washed Wool,
r»0a7.r) Unwashed Wool,
30a00
Cooking Apples,
:WaOO
Pulled
4oaOO
Butter,
Wool,
IGalS Hides,
8aO
Cheese,
22a24.Calf Skins,
17aU0
Eggs,
$1.00a2.00
Lard,
12a00|Sheep Skins,
8al0 llard Wood,
Beef,
$U.tM)a8.00
Baldwin Apples, O.OOaO.OOjSoft Wood,
$4.0Ufij».00
4 l-2a5
GaS1 Dry Pollock,
Veal.
7a8 Straw,
$G.OOa8.GO
Dry Cod,

with

traders, into

known, as everybody will confess,
for brui-es, ciiN, burns, &o., but for dysentery or
ciu.b ra. o' any "ort of bow<! complaint, it is a remedy un«urpasse t far efficiency anl rapidity of action
In tin* great cities of B itisli India and the West
India Islands and other hot climates, it has become
tlie

SECURE

from

to Fill all Orders

Prepared

of it

extent

n

*s.

as

i-

o'clock i‘. M.. ten .lcr,iand tiod'.-r-. ~i.\ of which arc in milk.
r.ivll'I nali v. Auctioneer
i: v, KLT.I-'i

iow

TO

LARGE ASSORTMENT

IV AllllJlT

&(*., and is

of the

..

J. B. Rose & Co., New York.

BELFAST

pern
e Bib s-K:dM* h.

or

hut

Siiturdny. tin* x.'7tli iust..at

WOOD

Hu- Manager ol' this establishment announces to
its customers ami the puulie that since the tire he
has leased and lilted up the Wilder
Foundry, m the
lb-ad of the Tide, Belfast, and is supplying ii with
superio: tools of every description, Latln-s, i'laners*

doubt if there i an foreign port or any inland
city
in Mi Mia or.'Y in Aiiien
frequented by American
travelers

M.'KM

i.'ir\

a

—AT

Madagascar. Zanzibar, and other African la ids; to
Austialia. and ( alcutta, Rangoon and other places
in India. It ha- also been sent to China, and we

m

Jersey Stock!

1.3,000 ROLLS

£* ill a i Illinois
Uv liuiui 1 uuuui v vi'

Cuba and other Wot India Inlands; to
and Continental Europe; to Mozambique

am1

AT

approaching eonipletion.

I

AND BRAIDS.

lill'.Kn being ubuut to
liiiuniali tinbusim
will sell tit public auction
NOW IS THE TIME Till;. known
the Robert Hill farm, in
Belfast,

FOUNDRY CO.

to

-,

Kngland

will

Those who

Territory

every

Al.l.

Beorge W. Burkett l Go’s. Auction Sale of

BELFAST

Lion, and every Province in British America, but
to Buenos Ayres, Brazil, 1 raguav, l»eru. < Dili, -and
Nher South American States, to the Sandwich

do.

was

days.
it is stated that over $5,000 were spent
by the criminal authorities in their efforts
to find this important witness. Finally,
about a week ago. District Attorney Phelps

agents

l

Your Taxes for 1873.

KIT) IlIDl.h S 1)U\ MUODs > 1'oIJK.
I
have this dampened a lull assortment of wor>teds. which 1 will sell at lowest Boston price*. A*
these worsteds are fresh, and of
every <hade of color,
hii lies wm> call for them
may be mi re of being Muted.
Al-o a large stock of pattern> for
braiding, and a
machine for t ampinrr putt- ms. stamping done on
Miort uoiiee
l,’. kl 11 KKDMK,
1S7tf.i
sept.
Old Telegraph Building.

-AT-

l.‘« ekland, (apt Edward
befjre tne gale, laden with
coal ior Boston, and no tidings have since been
heard of her. ( apt. Bueklin w
as'aceonipanit d by his
wite and two children, a boy and a
girt, and left'’two
daughters at home.
Ilu- sell Plola, also of Rockland.
(apt <,ntn
Souuth Thomasion (UwP< Head), leit Rockland s:<i
urday preceding tne gale, and has not -dnee 1 »*•. n
heard from.
I here is little ground to
hope that
either the above vessel or those on board will e\ -ireturn.
1'ne new sell now build ng by Messrs J JM Wtswill
Co, at Fast Madr as, will be 550 tons burthen. She
is a tine
double-deck vessel of 135 feet length, 30 feet
beam, total depth 15 feet, and will
probably be rigged
a- a .{-masted sch. A
large crew is now engaged ami
'he will probably be finished in a few weeks
i he wharf and
shipyard being built Ly Hon S H
1 aibot on tin* “Moo«e Point”
proportr. F r Min hi.i

HOWES & CO.

l'ldiSONS wi-Siin<r ‘o av >In ir taxe- on «>r
j
before the
»th day «»f August and receive flulive per eeiit discount, can do >o
bv
oil me at
the Assessor s office over the store' ofcalling
Oakes Amrier.
evei v We< nesoav am
Saturday afternoons between
and
o clock, ol each week.
DA NI LI, |.. PITCH Li:
Belfast, duly 8, is;;*,.
Collector of Taxes.

1878. WORSTEDS

Monday, Sept. 29t.li,

lanny Bueklin of
Bueklin, b it Sydney, C B,

Pay

S-A

i,

uu

.---

article ever before sold, and it sells

as no

mm

shot by Stokes. She witnessed the
meeting between Fisk and Stokes on the
narrow star way of the ladies’entrance,
saw Stokes shoot Fisk, and picked up the
smoking revolver when it was flung away
by Stokes in ids flight from the scene of
tiie tragedy, and placed it on the lounge
in the ladies’ parlor, where it was subsequently found. She disappeared from the
hotel a few days after the shooting, and
all efforts to discover her whereabouts
proved i'ulile until within the past few

reputation

a

-ON-

Sell

some

will, therefore, be new, and, although of a of remarkable cures, including frozen limbs,
very startling nature, will merely confirm chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors. Ac.,
ee tain
facts which have been known to
Disl riel Attorney Phelps for several months have been received. We will send a circular
past, and for verification of which he has
containing eertilieates, the recipe, A:<;., gratis, to
sought in vain until now. The police
authorities claim to be ignorant of the any one requesting it. One bottle of the yellow
nature of the testimony which Mrs. Benton
is worth one hunis e .peeled to give, but they are satisfied wrapper Centaur Liidment
lliai il is of a highly important character, dred dollars for < exined or sweenied horse.as was shown
by the anxiety manifested
by tlie Distiiet attorney to secure the wit- and nudes, or b»- e vw-worm in sheep. Stockness.

for itself

SET AID FAR GOODS!

Geo. B.

Sept. 15. Scli». Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, U"s
worth.
1(5. Florida, Gilmore, Jacksonville, I'Y., Lillian,•
Rvan, llosion.
10. A. \V. El'is, (new),
Ferguson, Ellsworth.
'-’o.
R. Ellis, Tom, Windsor; Eva, Welch, Sa'eni.
H. Emerald, Bickford, Calais; Banner, Mathews,
Boston; B. F. Wait, Aylward. Calais, Fiimd. Titus,
Ri-cirlauJ.
Union, Sawyer, M ilb. iil,

I pon

ton to

■

damage-;
been exported, lie made a repon which
had knavery in eveny line.
Subsequently,
emboldened by success, lie **rngulcered
the salary-grab," thus pul mg stO'i.non in
the President’s pocket and aUaening to
himself, as a leader and confederate, all
that was base, unscrupulous, and greedy

won

MV

SAILED.

impossible to dig there
in medicinal nrepaitatious. a no universal,
portion ol* a skele- surpassed
ily of'the demand for; the Rain Killer is a novel, in
one of them, supposed
light.
to be the skeleton of a “big brave wa> teresfing, and surprising lei*.nr.- in the history of
found a varii ty of beads. At the same this medicine. Die Bain Kill, r i.- non lvgula.K sold
in large and steadily inc-f nsimr quantities, not
only
time they found something which puzzled
to general
in
state and
without bringing

1

graded,
iu.i-io.i \
ompleted. ballasting is
: g done, lies are
beiug distributed respects, doubtless, a more objectionable
ntiiv line, and the construction man than
Casey, but be is also more useIn nnmiiig within ten days. ful. and we do not see in
u
principle any
(
mp-my have purchased oli-pound dilference between the control of Louisiana
till
eelelil'ated
tl 111
'Allentown by Long Branch and Washington politicians
it whieh are manufactured the best and that of Massachusetts.
It is sad,
it- America. One cargo lias been doubtless, that Federal patronage, in Mnsis
and
York
ex-'
New
daily
sa 'husetls should be in
the hands of such
l«..t front
t, 1. the balance are all ready amt will
worthless busybodies as are now trying to
James
Mitchell
elect Butler; but then, are they not as re-lopped ttonce. Mr
twi
engaged b\' ( ol. (ioweti to stt- spectable advisers as our own Murphy,
m riateml tbe
laving "I' the rails, litis and Bliss, and Davenport? The fact is
11-idering the^ditiicult engineering that our Massachusetts brethren must give
civome. has progressed with wonup regarding themselves as a peculiar
d rapidity, and will lie completed by
people, who can afford to make light of
lirst ol December,
their neighbors’ calamity, and must learn
[liangor W hig.
the great lesson that what they wink at in
U
ie n ol a good many members ol
other parts of the country may any day
have
not
.gi,-—who
yet returned their have to be encountered within their own
>ay but now for ‘the first time xve
must learn, too, that men
of a lie inlier who has used the ill- borders. They
like Butler are living organisms, and grow
ot
t—n to build a monument to
perpetlitheir bad side just as
lb- \x u intamy.
The Chenango Union in all directions—on
well as on their useful side. They canlilorujs us tiiat the lion. K. II. I'rindle has
at the convenience of
-jed Ills shal e of the grab (say $5,000) not be dismissed
their employers, alter having done all the
s beautiful brick block in Norwich,
the establishment, but have
which struct lire is called and known as dirty work id
to avoid public scandal
tie-(kiveruiueutlluilding. W'eadmit (bat to be provided for
lie at and barn-burning.
XXC rather like Mr. l’riinlle’s i>luek.
■

ground,

1

born, while

one
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T he Polaris, it appears, had been leakuntil her situation ultimately
became so ale aning that it xxas deemed
adx cable to abandon her about the middle
of led October.
Some of the crew remained a .oard. xvhih; others landed on
the ice: and they began to get out the
store-, u iill tlie intention of taking everything they could need for a long sojourn
in those frozen regions,
But that night a

ing badly,

lef l, dll ig. in
irr’na.ing ine enem\. Theme heir*'- n
the learned ones to name. It had the form
'I Ills' 1 »l n
il
del
M
J >;l\
linn,
of a human body, but bail the appearance
o
»e n || *r! \
tile ill'
.M.,- :. I -1H
'I
ph1
and felt like rusty iron, but upon breaking
luigif »d him end the m .,‘e lavi hl\ they
off a portion of it, the inside was found
in-e evil him.
The \ -o-s t»t‘ thanks and
to be of a clay colored sand.
Ollier tokens of 'cioynid -u W li'n h lie h:l< severe
gale
sprang up with a blinding
of late !.et*n |• ir:i«!i»i-y at Ills meelinys, snow. a.id
which
the
hawses,
by
suddenly
wee lealbyAcn idm ill t lie me I u for h:t vthe sirp xx as made fast to the ice, gave
Pill, Portions anil Pungencies.
iny. as die I'o’ iuyi'ese i'i 'Ii->eryeaii1s say, way. and the Polaris was draxvn away,
OXEIirXPREPOLP AXD XEW SAFES
lie
•‘lilaile feroe;o|!s ,.ves a; dm enemy.’
leaving dir e men alone on the ice. (These at E. R. Morse 74 and 7*1 Siidhu**v *1 vet. Boslurneii >mit a deiiylnlid -einy old black- were saved,
by the Tyson party.) A few ton. Rank Vault and >.eel work, of best jualguard, who annoyed die rebels horribly, minutes later those on the Polaris saw a
l’uiRJ*
hy, made o order.
ai; !
eiVcet.nalh -n't oi boat launched and manned
kepi h-msclf
by the three
harm's way they i-ier could hiv hands on
w
An
old
ladv
n*om
the
ill
s\
nnmen
for
the
where
eoum.y.
their
mak'eg
place
\\ o.-.i dee war was over everybody comrades were -'.allotted.
die
liiie
In ashoit time mai iied daugll.e ‘•.went i»eo Augii'-'.i. C 4
o.Iiez
day iiunb ig -.or tlie Pa- rons of !li!Mi:r,iif y.
e <•< »el(l > 'o no mm e mb chief,
w a- .--ai isiici’
die s, o.iii and dark ness eliut out every ob- She meant
be*
less.
•
»e w a>
and a- a or; ^yv, aidm iocs e>v.
ject i: in dieir view. The feelings of the
For (General Pefoi v ihe good e-’eeis of the
needed in < o.»y e<s, die ri'-po a. ble folks men ran lie
imagined as, with half the VEUKTixua.e re. 'zed t n nedA
elv afer comDislook d on a d mde-1 win* sic
i'ew le11 n pe isa. as they supposed, in a
mencing to take i..
trict Stan li’in o» Wadiiny.oe.
tie was ac- desert of ice and
snow, the ship drifted
A eo. resooin'iail of die New York Mail says
cordingly .i•; ‘'- he v. idi jiM iIn* k! id of away helpless, on !l at last she brought up
that **! A-laga ladv w nan E':zabethan rutf on
field in needed a r <*y ,i;/.ed place in mii- at Life Boat t Tive.
is aboil as much An as emoraehiu a circular
\
e
ties. with a j a
yam ml ion at ills back,
l ie |e i'-|M*et wu- now gloomy enough saw i fid! mo.'o.i,"
am’ eo'ilplen*
><(i f' -nn me r«
-poiisi- tic nio-e on lie Dolans. As the ship coiiThe hlOst 1 die »v Re -on in the World is
bTn.es .if eh.tree,.
\ bob\ expected
'lined to leak they got as near the shore the Pv-oe,»•'»*.
E*e
.ig loot ^ dark and
■■
o be in
!:clillt
den- il Oi sensible, and ; aand
removed
from
w b ii hbiiself and
p—idle
everything
giooniy : ue feel- •oui oi >o.
Ihlller ie\idled ill lliel I w'ehyv of tile klet. In"
If e is a burden <• ubn. Thieverv ood' else.
a house out of planks torn
making
lie
ieu rapidly began
i«»
be eu: nged >o »;*!,big Re-u\ian S\ run
vet control of
from the lee!., and sails.
In such a home can
(a p 'oio.X'de of i mi i. (’a-es of -J7 year-* Ma.idthe bad pobdead elements »ii< -w n lo tin* die
wither was passed. Some help
long
been eu ed io
have
ig
Ntpaaee by the w:"1.
lie was the head of was received from three
Esquimaux, who
tin- \'—\ o. yaid .ed. at enipt s ne-de by die
The
in who esse. ed dial h;s friend
gendeui
discovered the wrecked ship, end agreed
never o peace. h’, mot.hi wiihoi’i pu.tiug cH
seef’e tile lb.t ellthe Se »a.e
jobbt•.
fora few pallry presents to convey provis- foot in i
being called noon u> apologise, said
live palronaye by deposmy Johnson ions o-.er the ice iroiu the vessel.
’Through lie was very sorrv. out when he made ilie assera
and
die
lhrouyli impeachment.
Mutiny the long dreary w inter the men kept np tion he did not see 'die s*ze of ids friend's foot.
up -Ample old Mr. Wade as a liyinv-head.
The snow
their s,,i. its remarkably well.
So successful lies Dr. Pierre's (lolden Medical
behind whose buck, or m whose name,
fell heavily, but it served to protect their Diseove v -oved. as a < ons,i,miomd realiiient
’.incould
div’dc
Auer
tin
they
•spoil.
frail habitation and make it more comfort- for (.’a a :\i. wee, 1 counted with the use of Dr.
failure oi' that aUernot. lie deier.nined able.
Sage's Ca arid 1’"iiiui.v, applied loeallv by llie
Pie vo's Nasal Douche (the only
that if he could noteont-ol die ICxeeutive
use of 1>
T>\-and-by it was agreed upon to make method of Peace' ig die unper and back
cavilieV
lie Would keep oil yood levins \\ ith il. lie some
from
to
the
escape
perilous of tin* head), unit the proorie.or of dies,- niediattempt
accordingly pocketed the slur east on him position
the
months,with
e’ues Ik’s long o lie red a spi ndiug •vward of ShOO
During
Spring
as a niilita;\4111an bv (ieii. (irant, and lie
the thermometer -.'i degrees below zero, for a case of ('aiarrh which lie can not cure.
came the t.isl IVieiul and suppo- 'e]- of the
I'iie wo medicines, w idi I In* ins, rumenl. for S:.\
and often in a blinding storm, they built
new
President in and out ol ( miuress. boats Vom materials obtained from the by all D •eggios.
GOT
Ilf was thus enabled to acorn
yen
When they were launched they
”\es, lake her and welcome," responded an
ship.
speedily ilie 1 vmnauon at least «>!' being, a leaked a good deal, but the men deter- I1IT io-s iai nier. when a young man asked for
powerful disposer of Federal j aireiK'gv, mined to trust them, and, stowing aboard his blushing daughu r. ••She's run away with
a school-master, eloped with a showman, shot a
and he was soon enabled to support if by ad ilieir
remaining provisions and ammu- wddeai, and whopped her motler. and the
pul.mg hi creatures in sever;*. 1 prominent niiam. thev -aid farewell to Life Boat sooner you take her die beuer.”
ollie:
lb- t engeie’ied liiinIf -iill fur- Dove.
If not perl'eet’y tight, the boats
ther by spvading in every diree.ion the
Pulmonary Diseases.
proved themselves excellent sailers, and
1 • a niton (Inver., Newfoundland, /
a terrible » neniv. and
that
he
\va
report
remarkably
easy to row and on the first
Dee. Oi h, isTl.
s
this ivpuiaiion In* emleavo. to support
da\
he voyagers reached Sontag Bay
d.vs. 1. Kn.i.uws, lvsg.— Dear Sir: WeanI»\
\ sirinat ie falsehoo*1 and abu.-<- on the
Acer remaining there a short time to re- reeeiv ing orde, s almost daily worn Ilie ()u!por(s
slump and in into. views with repone s. gain their sirctigUi,.the party made for for your invaluable Syrup of II \ ponhosphites,
die sale is sp-addc increasing.
I tirmls
Having thu- secured:! large following of Ihdkuvl 1-land, where the expedition was and
beiievc it has done more good hum any medineed\ and unscrupulous adventuand
to
a
siand-.-iill
a
tremendous
ei
1
le yet discovered in
iie cure of eousuniplion.
brought
by
waiters on l*f ividcnee, and f*'igliie.ird the
pale, which ''lew lor three full days with bronchi.is, as,lima, whooping cough, and kinlimid. refilled and iaslidioi*-. bitn leUing a continuous fall of snow for all that lime. dred diseases, li is the oid\ medicine we liu\
which cures these diseases l>\ strengthening
him alone, he be -an to pia\ the part of Immense flocks of auks, a bird of the
pen- tlie ner vous system: and as it is also w hal w e
the t’rieud of tiie “poor and lowly," : use
were
howencountered
here,
guin species,
ea'l a sound chemical preparation. I predict for
Id.- own cant phrase, and :*» make -peeeli- ever. and, asthe men could
easily take up it a more extended demand than any other
ethe their
of
them
a
throughout Alassaehiise.!- -mil
and
kill
ten
at
shot, remedv in existence. Yours, vein trulv,
gens
\\
II. THOMPSON.
lowest class of Kuropean demagogue*- m1
there was a plentiful supply of l'resli
it was while cultivatdie-- to pea-suits,
“Will you have some strawberries;'" asked a
provisions, which were voiy thankfully
ing this liidd that he began the aitael. oil receiv cl.
lady of a guest. ••Ye*, madam, yes. l cat s;p*awDo phi? Well, we
little was
the boiidh dders in Is7o. and
Alter eudiving many privations, anti berries widi enthusiasm."
havii't anyihuig but cream and sugar for'em
In- real character perceived or feared at
encountering perils lVom which their es- this evening," said the matter-of-fact hostess.
that period, that he actually cnjoyml he
cape seemed almost miraculous, they sues
support and connivance of -mc of ilio-r ceeded at last in reaching Cape Parry,
Centaur Liniment.
who are now holding lorn up to odium as where an
encampment was made. The
Tlieiv is no pain which the Centaur Liniment
When All. Dunn gallantly life was
a public enemy.
rough, laborious and monotonous;
undertook t<> face him at the polls, too, Imt
though
dangers occasionally' present- \N 11 not relieve. 11<» swelling il will nol suhiiue
the contest seemed to alf >rd nothing but
ed themselves well calculated to inspire
and no iamene-s which it will not euiv. 'ITiiamusement to the respectable gentlemen \ the
greatest fear, no serious accident ocwho are now sounding the tocsin in l>os- j curred. On the 21st of June, after anoth- is
strong language, hill it is true. Where the
lie lias consequently er
ton and Worcester,
struggle, Cape York was reached, and
been grow ing steadil:' in influence and I on the kid
are not gone, its effects are niarvelou--.
parts
to
an
end.
troubles
came
thyir
e\en in honor.
A whaler was descried a few miles off,
Il has produced more cures of rheumatism,
For the last tw o years, hb. ho'd on tile and tin* whole party was at once in a turPresident and on < o.-gre— has been in- moil of excitement. The vessel soon saw neuralgia, lock-jaw. palsy, sprains, swellings,
creasing. lie ha- heroine ihe mouthpiece signals, and sent her crew to their assistWhat lullowed has already* been caked breasts, scalds, bin ns, -alt-rheum. earof the President in the House; in* was de- ance
puted to tile office ol eeeid'Mg one ol the stated.
ache, Are., upon the human frame, and of strains,
most delicate questions of ethics and juris- ;
ever subniitird to Congress, the
spavin, galls. Arc., upon animal- in one year
prudence
Witness in the Stokes
proper rule for the di-iribut'on ol the An importnit
than have a1 other pretended remedies since
Case.
and. as might have
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.Sept. 17. Sells, B. F. Wait, Aylward, New York;
D. Ellis, Torrey, do, Euual, Titus, do.
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of the trouble experienced by the officers
ouutry Hides—S 1-2C per lb. Country Tallow 5a
o J.2e per lb.
iir find Iter.
names of
the
Call Skins—lOalSoperlb.
sheep Skins 7GaS? l-2c.
aitempt of M Ii. V. lUitler lo be- ! die recovered members of the Polaris
Mrs. Denton is about thirty-five years of
Working Oxen—we quote sales of 1 pr, eth 7ft
come (1<»\eiMor of Massachusetts is, of
711t
1
is
anil
of
a
remarkable
$ls5i
crew, who at present are at Dundee, Scotage,
l>r. Oft, loin, $200; 1 pr, Oft
lady
personal 5^1^.
course. unduly flie*. eonee-"u of the people
attractions. She is a native of Kentucky,
as
Milch Cows and Stores—We
land,
follows;
quote extra at $GGn90
of that StaU*, and if is <jnite true, a- we \
S'GaGO per head. Store Cattle—Yearlings
('apt. Budditiglon, sailing master; Dr. well educated and refined in her manners. oiduiary
; ■-•year olds
a 'o
often told, that ‘-i1’ the people waul j land
$loah
olds $2Ga4o.
Site
is
$17a2S;
said
to
2-year
have been well acquainted
Bessels, chief of science corps; II. C.
s'u!el> a'lV Lambs—Western Sheep cost 4 :>-4a7c,
him they a, ill have him.'1 Rut his enterChester, first mate, IV. Morton, second with both Stokes and Fisk, and is thor>wine—pigs, wholesale G 1-2; retail 7a7 l-2e perlb.
as. both as a
in'
symptom and as an mate: K. .Schumann, chief engineer; A. oughly conversant with all the ch-emn- Hogs— 1.V00 m market; prices 5 l-2aG :}-4c per lb.
il.lu-; alum, a. good deal ol interest for the A.
Odell, second engineer: W. P. Camp- stanees which culminated in the death of
people of oilier Stales al-o. Avldeh makes bell. tin ■man: Hannon Sicmons, Ilubby Fisk at the (baud Central liolcl. The t
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
] i. av or It diseu sing, even though ike pues- lloblw
31**nday, Sept. 1G.
and N. Hayes, seamen. They are lady tells several stories of what -be
«'••.) of lb- nomination will have been detine New York and Vermont
in excellent health. Three others were knows about the shooting, but is very at.V.1, )..!.t *.i.l‘ r~'V.•,•!'(,ie
I• r to good do at 20a2'.)c; tine
l!>.
our
We»teaders. Tnat
before this reechos
| cided
'ansl'orred b\ the llavenseraig to the guarded when sic.thing on the subject.! r, u ;li V
lll,,t‘iunt do at lfm 17c. anil bakers’ at
1; will be no-nina. 1 seems a* this wrii ing
! ic per In.
From
her
however,
there
is
eonveisatiou,
Intrepid, which is expected to arrive at
( iH-.K-'i;
W equ.itolie, factory at Ida !::
\ er\
unlikely: but if he avw .* nominated Dundee in two or three weeks. Their no doubt that site is in nsse -in of most ura
l-2cjiiiedi1
T '|tl2c, and common do at Ga7e per lrc
ii would liave sum.* advantage in furnishtort
ant
evidence
on
the
murder,
1
ini]
j
’'earing
,uai'k> t is linn at 27c per do/.
names arc
11. W. lb'oyan, astronomer;
•!.
i.'i-Vv~
X
\
1»I
ing a more complete 'lltisi.ation than Ids 1 .1, ii. March,
^ !':i market is firm, and there is a fair
Shortly before the last trial of St ,kos. deni,
seaman, and S. \V. Booth,
ml lor
at *2 7 m2 s; p, r bush, and for
has yet a Horded
c.-;v-'
f t he Avorking of
Mrs. Denton was informed by her servant jk>;i oe.ins at mediums
Boolh. fireman.
2Gu-l »>■) per :m-di, mediums ha e been
:in* "V-lein Avhieh has raised him. int >
that
some men had been inquiring about
sol'. b' tu'V at $:!
-j..
per bush.
Alter separation from Tyson and his
!• Ill 1 l— Apph-s s la! j>cr bid.
Hears
prondnenee. in the mean time, there is
lirap. s lm
the l'olaris was tinally aban- her. and the holy immediately susoected
uue.1‘2 00 per ‘,bl.
companions
all «>\er ilie coun.ry a certain misehievons
HO 1 AYt »Ks x.,1,,, were made at sn-ivie
doned in a sinking condition byCapt. Bud- that she was wanted n the Stokes ease.
per bush,
•‘ii j< »\ iiienl of the
ioi l.arly ip.
pe plexnv into Avliieli his
and the remainder of the expedi- She thereupon secluded herself in her
at S 24 a 20 per
.r quote good and choice
peribrmanees have been plunging Repub- dington,
tion was partly wintered in the life boat apartments for two weeks, ami at the end ton. and .;nr to good do :it sl4a2U,hay
Straw remains
lieen v«i!er- in Ma-s.leh',seits.
pavfl\ be- ea\e where they built a timber house of that time, with the assistance of her steady at $20 per ion.
'■anso li,- i~. ;;
w o
sec him. iiie AVoik <*l*
ei ivcivil with sails.
T he xx inter was passed neighbors, eluded tin- vigilance qy.tjuv.
their own hand—the Republican pains in
without any event except the breaking out police, bln* procured a luddcH and on a
M:i-■-aelmsetis. am! espeeiallv that porll-m of tin
certain night sealed the fence in the rear
-curvy which, however, was unatof i. whit Ii i- now opposing him. having
tended by severe symptoms.
Plentiful of her residence. In the same manner sevmade him wliui he A: and. par; h because
eral other fences were scaled by the intrep- i
UlGH BULBS!
supplies of walrus liver lor pood were ob- id
! iIn*
\dmini-m w, ion. which Mu* \ehiiseits tain 11 from the
lady, who finally reached the middle of j
natives, and to this diet is
llAiiiiv i’l.uWi i;
llfi.fi> matted to appli•lie.ill>
ll.lVe
iWl wish IliUlsnal ate
in the rear, and passed through cant'
the
block
Re]Ml
i.uo
the
de-ti
|
1‘tilled
mildne.-s of the disease.
j
enclosing
ip.i>
juice li-t of
lb* «* him on the
lidebitv.
linin'.' mo
In the spring two boats were built of one of the houses into the street. Mrs. Den- lie lbs, Mfree.
0wl2sp
a. H. Srnavrr.. X *. 1
•
Beacon St. Boston.
•.; \ ent Son
Tin
eti,
lhai at the boi- thin
ton :u once proceeded u, Philadelphia. |
pine Ima ds taken from the cabin of ! where
i• *m
n"iln- limb- i■ 11;<• r;» i-e liter*- li.-- the the I’.dariii i- staled, changed her name,
S HAIR DYE.
BATCHELOR
she,
In iliese the whole party!
I»«* 1 i«• l. which v.-ii lin* *e-r U U--aeliU.-ei is
embarked a- >■ n a- the ice opened, and I and lived in seclusion until after lie-Trial flu- -pbmdid Hair l*--- i> the be*r in the world
of Stokes.
j I li only I rue and I’mixi Dye. Harmless. Reliable
pc. pie h:i\«- cherished. iii.n ii Was possible ! sailed southward.
< )n
the third of .Tune
ami 1 n«r!int:menu-; no disappointment; no ridicuI" u-c bill) :i> ituej
iilicv p|.*:i-ed and j •!ie\
t
and ntillie gdi.l (,f
Vork.
i..a- lints or unpleasant od-.r.
sighted
ape
Remedies the ill el
tin* a c ■ t Id *n a s;d.e : ih.it he W:r. in sho-i,
During the digging ol a trench in the feci <>f led dyes
end washthe -ame momli. they were piekeil up by
F'roducos ImmediaJ
front yard ot Mr Thomas (Toswtdix resi- a lit. ;•
an isolated
then. «nien< 1 w ii1 *nl nu nlents | the
Blah; ok Nathiai, Blown, and
l!.'iveiisei-aig. Mr. ('hosier, lirsl male, dence al
leaves the hairv\\ soft and hi \t in t i..
The
or eonst
whenever he is
Farmington last Tuesday, six genuine
p m <•-. and ih.il
e
i.
aided a- one who did the most to
| \>
,\. Batchelor
Sold bv all DrugIndian skeletons were exhumed
e
One of
too
ad
}*»r
e.ide ant
all they had to -axe the
got
the
rescued
men
and
speak the skeletons was of
parly,
L II W. l; v'l *11 KL» »R Prop., ,\
size and was lyl“'i‘
Y
do w a- k* drop 1dm.
Ik- character before in the
highest ierms of his exertions. secured in almost giganticcondition. It
tin* war w.e nearlv as well km-wii as it Tiiei also
perfect,
(
that,
Hall
the
say
apt.
enjoyed
will lu* sent to the Smithsonian Institute
TO THE- PUBLIC
i- now
(i«.\ An* cv\ painted linn a- :i<
confidence of every one. and his death,
at \\ ashingion.
Mr. Croswell's house and
nra.iel\ a anybod\ ha done since.
Rut
which
was
all
was
!
Nil. i AI.\ kii.LHR manufactured by J'KRRV
expected,
deplored by
yard occupy the -.iiof an Indian burying
during die w ar he n a «.*ged to make ldm- on board Polaris.
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Bon. Bvtier's Portrait.
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welcome all.

npolity

OYSTERS
served in every stvle and at all times. Also MEALS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock of Confectionery
of every description. Cigars and Tobacco always on

’‘‘^CANNED FRUITS and JELLIES
l^fGlVE ME

.1

a

specialty.

CALL'.JSk

You will always find every thing that is usually
A. R. CARTER.
kept in a first class Saloon.
Belfast. Dec.—lyr25

reception

Tiio Journal takes the Argus to do for
saving that champagne was a part of the
1 feast
given President Grant at Mr. Blaine’s

..ling >ilciuv lets Ini soft wing full.
i l e;.
t
kis- ea- h reverent
sj,,..ps
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lie:

high hi'iek w.ili.
secluded place.
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1. ii I si* 1' tin*
tii.- aim ol this
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of.the forms in sober gra>.
r. n *i the creaking of a do'*r,
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isi'il. and silence bow ed her holy face.
spr. ad lief benediction over all:
King, cadi walked slowh from the ]due*
Mi 1 th
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Greeley, tlii- is not treating me right.
Here i hav e kept a hotel in Xew York
eit v for nearly twenty years, and the first

,«kI. 1*i worship'fhee !
pi-tured wall< and inc»»ns«-. pruM and
m

mail) ways,

time

>:!.
stole

1 ix

imp
ii th

lhv

and canie-t homily:
a \oieclcss soul.
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amid the dark for light.
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Giveley laughed and shook his head.
W arren redoubled his ell'orts so earnestly
that at la-l Horace said, “Well, Warren
mi
vo.:
go down stairs and mix up a
iemonvi. that's the best 1 can do for you,
and L don't think you ought to ask me
to do more.
Now. go away and let me
Mr.

Some

Relics.

1‘ateiit <Mice at Washington are
■in'il lie
Iledaralion of ludependW :-;iliar!"li's < Ynnmission a'-1 iem-ra
11an:a1
ei-iu-t hief, and various ardial oi. ■■ in-longed to the Father of alone."
n my readers, many have
ojiii
He mixed
Warren uciil down stairs.
It is for ii]• tin- most delirious lemonade ever cone-iii and many have not.
:ii of tho-e w ho have not that this cocted in the .MetropolitanHotel, lletook
article i- w ritteu.
a glass nearly
as large as a weiss-beer
1 ieelaral ion i- engrossed upon a
glass. lie titled it with ice, with sugar,
t
iv'
pa;diluent, about two feet with peppermint, a piece ul'pine-apple, a
The hit of
g and two feet wide
orange, with a slice of lemon, some
is u-iii'.-riii. aud rather liand- tansy. Stoughton hitters, and last of all
:k li i- laded a good deal,
1 in
about
t\v.
table-spoonfuls of Suzarac
er\ word is legible, and will be
brandy.
■
earMust ot the names, 1 am
Horace drank the lemonade. A pleasant
faded away, so that the expression stole over Jtis countenance. He
-av. nav
i*

■

anuot tiud them.
The bold stopped when half way through and s;tid,
John ilaneoek is bold no •\\ d, Warren, this is great lemonade. I
You cannot lead it.
riie .1 and never taste.I any better.
You certainly
it-.i:
-til! there, and you can see hav. a remarkable fancy for
mixing lemoi n-v letter-, but you cannot tell
ona.ie."'
at
nlier letters are. The flourish
Mr (ireeley linished his lemonade. After
line, so historical, is there y et, it had disappeared a strange light began
some of it is gone, but
to caper in his eyes.
lie talked more
easily supply what is live y than usual, ilis sayings were spiced
l'1-.e mull- can be found quickly witl quaint oddities, lie talked of plows,
: ie ad- the li-t
The plainest coulters and
martingales, then ot breechR ert I’reat 1 .one. The next ing-straps and Yankee scythe-snaths, of
-•
1; gei .“-Herman, and the next new
jumped axes, saw-bucks and patent
lumn containing corn-shell.-rs. ..t old dog churns and of a
rhe
lane-, i- the most legible in tile
thousand and one things connected with
lust above John Adams
farming.
Adam-.
Both the Adamses
It was one of tin'most interesting conThoat "ii plenty of ink.
versations that was ever heard in the Met'.
te as they uni everything
Warren drank in Horropolitan lb't.1.
w .-rds
f wisdom and Horace drank
.ergctieafy and emphatically'. All a.
rs evidently di l not t.se the same
in Warren's lemonade.
itr they did not hat e
In a few moments Horace said. ■Warren.
k that would not quiek1 would like another lemonade, hut don't,
Beniamin Franklin take the the trouble to go down stairs and
nl an!.'-- y on know exact
!y mix it ours -It : l.-t one of the waiters
s
h.r it.
If you have tli.s bring it
VY irren tired up in an instant,
lie said lie could be guilty of no such act
5 Aient study you can find
1
a
and a few taint lines, which. of
discourtesy to an old friend. He insist; of the
imagination, can ed upon going himself, and lie went. The
• d
duty for the missing letter-. second lemonade was mixed like the lirst,
.1 i :—m is in the satin dilapi- with the
exception that Warren chucked
:
Jefferson had a miser- in three
table-spoonfuls of brandy instead
1 tin' ink were fresh, the of two.
Horace took the tumbler and
t
itar.l 1.. read, for he never sucked the drink in it like a
three-year-old
full, lull always wrote ‘T’i. child. ••Warren,'' he said this lemonade
Tlie two fs looked like auy- i- better than the other.
You are a great
a id the rest of the Jefferson
man. Warren, and
y ou know how to keep
He
a
wrote
a hotel;
interpreted.
y.mr art of mixing lemonade is
mi. rather small and easily read; unsurpassed."’
in eame to sign his name he alIK* uraiiKMi 1 h<* glass. IU* put it down,
!;• go. ul adviee ol ids writing- and looked as
though he was sorry that
in- had one. and struck out he had
got through so quick. The merry
\ g .-at many people in this day twinkle in
his t*ye increased.
His talk
me
failing. < >ld Stephen llop- tlanicd '\'!h wit. Those who were tbrtuwas
nearly seventy years of nnate liiough to Ik* seated next to him
atMiet.il with the palsy that roaivd with
laughter. 'They were filled
r.milled 1 i 1-.■ a leaf, w rote his with wine, and Horace with lemonade."
i regular charaeters, to he sure.
Now wr would like* to know' wlio mixed
olltlasted the ehirpgl'apliy ol' -Mr.
Dinghy's lemonade at the reception,
e■l
y..linger and stronger col- 11 his was ‘‘simple,1' w«*’ll bet a second1"
-til! plain and i-onspieiioiis. hand
postal card against :i short shoe;i is t he sign autre of Klstring that tin* President’s was “comstill legible
Before loll g
L»*w i ston (razette.

_

Battle bus been going on for years beA
tween the Constitution of the Sick, on one side, and
all the Active Poisons, falsely called remedies, on the
other. The Poisons have had tin- best ol the light,

Big

long list of the killed may be found in every
cemetery. But at last common-sense is putting a
stop to this pernicious conflict. At last
The Prisoners

and

a

of the sick room have discovered that in T.vuit v.\ r’s
Effervescent Seet/eii Aff.kikm they haw a
tonic, a febrifuge, a laxitive, a diuretic, a correct i\ e.
-.pia! to all
a regulating and anti-bilious medicine,
e\
ery ailment «d
ordinary exigencies, and good for
the stomach, the bowels, tin nerves, tin nm-ile.-.

and the secretive organs.
SOLD BY ALL

DRUGGISTS._

WANTED!

Farmers and Farmers’ Sons during the lal*
and Winter months to do business in their
and adjoining townships. Business respectable,
For particulars, uddre<> >. >.
and pays well.
Hartford, Conn.
SCRANTON

J

iLJw

own
easy

\\TANTED—5,000 active Canvassers for our

lo w

W books, “Ingersoil's Life and l imes ol Horace
Greeley." Koval octavo; 40 elegant engravings

full histor\ of the great
“(trains for the Granger,”
niou
\ddre-farmers’ movement. Outfit free.
Mass.
Pub. Co.. Boston
a
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'ill utterly fadeaway.
Altin- signer' themselves ha\
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of parehnient. and will he

died \ear' from now. 1 tliini;
..f John llaiicoek. l’resideut,
lh ii'.m. Secretary, have not
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R-ominiseence of the
and Boxer.

Enterprise

the sons of Portsmouth, and walked in the
procession under tlie broiling sun, more
li -h and vigorous than most men of half
hi- year
The venerable gentleman told

s

di

The Portland Press.

A
emnustrniiee against the removal of
tlie IHlilies of l.ieut Burroughs ami Captain Blythe from their well-known resting
place in the Eastern hurving-ground. was
presented to me a few days ago, which 1
was vert glad to sign.
I trust the scheme
has been squelched, and 1 hope that the
t in (lovcramcnt will take care that these
ancient Ip-rocs of the v\ ar of Is 19 continue
1" rest
| icacc where mir ancestors placed
them.
I hi- attempted removal of their remains
reminds me o) :• 11 markable incident connected w ith tie- battle in which tliev perished, and as 1 believe it has never been
made public, 1 will now relate it.
• •u a visit to Portsmouth last Fourth of
duly, at tin- commemoration of the two
hundred and lifte-th anniversary of the
sctth-ment of the town, 1 had the pleasure
of relieving ray acquaintance with Mr.
< diaries
fappai) of Boston, an elder brother
"t tin- late Lewis
Tappan, the well-known
philanthropist. Mr Tappan, although 89
years old, had conn- from Boston among

--ii.ii iiangs jn-l above the
f Independence in a small
perhaps, -ixieen inches from
md eight from top to bottom,

m
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me

that lie moved

and

to

Portsmouth in 1806,

becoming an importer of English
si -oit
and breeches of goods, bis business was seriously embarII..- waistcoat i> immeiiM1- rassed by tin- war with England, which
broke out si\ years after and lasted nearly
-diately givc-thc beholder
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three years.

During il progress both governments
found il necessary to relax the strictness
with which the rules of war excluded
Brit i'll importations, and iu fact
actually
winked at their violation. Accordingly
.M
Tappan, in 1S14, receiving an intimation tnun thefn-tom I louse that the
government of Pre bdent Madison had
given
directions not to scrutinize too narrowly
the import it ion of British goods, accom.th a caution to look out for
panied
Ainerii-an privateers which were
hffyond
the eonir-d of tlie government, resolved to
into
Portsmouth
a
id'
forbidden
cargo
i bring

ohstand. window-curtain,
intern from Mount VerK uls.
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managed In sail one of his vessels
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»uk»*i>. and various other things, j to a foreign port where she was metamorinto a Swedish bottom, and after
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M i:.\ <*r the**«* things wen* this "white-washing,'’ as Mr. T. called it,
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line in their day. They sent her to England, where site took in a
«
ii'id« ivd s<» now.
The cargo and brought it to St. John, N. IS.
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:
liw luxuriously while they were
ih ii:td hoots. to he sure, while
*i1 Barefoot. and something to cat
tie \ went hungry, hut lie did not
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1 look at tie* simple, unidm
turnilun- that he used during
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had enjoyed for twenty
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d-.imt V.-rnon.
It isn't a waste
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all, t•» look at the Washimfin tier*-!i
l'atent<Mice, although
ha v« 1 e*»M! gazed at a million times.
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POWERS!

HORSE

i Sawing Maclines,
Timlin
Manufactured
by
and sold

SONS,

GRAY

\v.

A.

MIDDLETOWN, VT.
will do well to send for
Parties who wish to
Price I isr, which will be
Circulars and
free.
forwarded, upon application,

purchase
Descriptive
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as a
journeyman in Lonhundred and forty-live years
It i' an ancient, clumsy affair, givminbdak'thlc evidence of its age. As
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fancy young Benjamin (then
old) tugging at it, and
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.ng in his mind the wise saws that
< one* down to us as the most
perfect
gems of worldly wisdom.
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AT WHOLESALE and RETAIL
Dol'iti.K Gins, £<• and upward-;
Breech-Loaders, $;>0 to £H5o, Kiiies,
Revolvers, Hart Guns and Cap Rifles,
Goods sent to all parts of the country

express (’. O. 1>.. to he examined
before paid for. We send a genuine
W. &. <
Scott & Sous’ Muzzle Loader, With Flask,
Pouch and Cleaning Rod, nicely boxed, for
SMI TH & S(V>1 Il’F.s.
Send -tamp for Price List
02:i Broadway and 50 Chatham St., N ^

at

exchange,

A Tavern

Always Uniform!
♦-

—

Illuminating qualities
perior to gas. Burns in
lamp

danger

without

any

a

came to Portland, went on
hoard the Boxer as she
lay in this harbor,
informed the lirst surviving British officer
of hi negotiations with bin deceased com-

at

tlie 1 >o>

published

was

'Hanoi;

To.

This

1

'11 in])

only

co>ts

la.

Manufactured expressly to
displace the use of volatile and
dangerous oils. Its safety under every possible test, and its

perfect burning qualities, are
proved by its continued use in
over

FAMILIES!

300,000

._

PvfSsVH lO
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A

copy.

Proi

a

the

C0I1I, WRIGHT & NORTON,

said deceased's estate.
ordered, 1 lint tlie said Fb-tclier give notice to all
persons inter,-sled by causing a copy *•! thi> order to
be pubi'-In d tlir*-- Weeks SIU«-essi\ely in tile 1,'epnb
M< ::-i Journal, printed at Relfast, tbat they may appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at Relfast, within
and fir said C..nmy, on tile second Tuesday of October next, at t -u ol tie- clock before noon, and
-show’ caioe, i; any they have, why the prayer of
‘■aid petition should not be granted.
AS V i lll'RPon.ll, Judge.
A true copy,
It. P. Fll-J.n, Register.
Attest
annexed,

Agents
OIL!

oil

—

At
ourt In-ld
Probate
tie- ('ouuty of Waldo,
September, A I». Is;;:.

roR

Knox, Waldo and Hancock Cos,

utiieh
Illustrated Monthly, devote.1
?l.tf5 a year. Send 1U ets. for a epeci
Address POULTRY WORLD, l«.ut

TRADE

VV

Made Rapidly with Stencil & k. >
Check Outfits, ('alalogue? and full
FREE. S. M. Sim
t:. 117 linin'.«t m

SUPPLIED!

—A T

(•dole r in-xt, at ten of the clock before noon, ami
show cause, if any they have, why tin- prayer ut
said petition should not be granted.
As V i'HURPol (ill. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest- It P. I ii.i.d, Register.

MANUFACTURER'S PRICES!

a
Probate < ourt held at lielfast, within and lot
the County -d Waldo, oil tie- -e.rond I'm—dav of
September, V It.. 1-;.;.
AUK S. S1A KKS. named I', ecu tor in a Pertain
instrument purporting to be tin last will and
ti 'tuinuit of.lolm
Kingsbury, late of 1-Taukfort, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
-aid will for Prohate.
< »rdered. That tin* said Mark S.
give notice to all per
sons.interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three week- suecessively in the Kepubli
can Journal, printed at lielfast, that they may
appear
at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at llellast, within and
lor said County, on the second Tuesday of October
at
ten
of
next,
the clock before noon, and show
cause if any they have, why the same should not be
proved, approved and allowed.
A>A f 111 Pl.nl (.11, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest.--!). 1*. l'lKi.n, Uegistcr.

iwiu

**T>SYCHOMANCY,

tf'C 4^v ffOA p'*r day!

Send tor Circular and Prices.

Ladies' Belts!
VM'I.I.N
.In

Mil

\.—«>l: I MI-.N I

.11' I

r.ri-ni

.1

II

H. P. WEI LS

Ml

Agents wanted!
classes of working people, ol
either sex, young
old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particular' free.
Address
STINSON A. CO., Portland Maine.

30 lU 3i-U

or

G

E.

at Law!

Attorney

at Law!

TELEGRAPH BULIHMI. Mast. Mr,
4j*rAll business
prompt attention.

entrusted

to him

will

Jon Printing Oi i m
No. Ill Main St., (L|i Stairs,) Belfast, Me.

i:

G. W. BURGESS, Proprietor,
Mders promptly attended to. if z
lyr.'t?

G. WHITE
Dealer In

Provisions of all

Kinds !

Including lteef, Pork, Lamb, Veal, Poultry, Ac., Ac.
Vegetables in their season, Pickes, Keli-hes, ( aimed
Provisions.
The best price

paid for country produce in bis line
ttBelfast

Journal Building,

ELMErT SMALL.

M.

D.,

Physician* Surgeon
Belfast,

Maine.

offhj;:

RKSIUI \< |

Over (‘ai.dwki.i.’s Book
Store, Main St.

Corner Miller & Con.
tt
gre*s stv.

33.

FRENCH,

Manufacturer and Dealer In

COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES!
PARLOR,
furnaces, Ranges, Tin, Brittania,

Japanned
and Enameled Ware, .Sheet Lead, Lead Pipe
ami Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, (ias f itting
and Fixtures,
Pumps, &c., &e. Job
Work, Repairing, &e., &c.
«n>®
No. 20 Church St.,
Belfast, Me.

C-A-L-L A-T
CLARK & FERNALD’S and see those beautiful
mantles <»t' white and
variegated marbles, selling
Any person building or remodelling houses
cheap.
should
not fail to see them. Also a nice lot of rustic
baskets, vases, chairs, settees, boquet holders, &c.,
lor ornamenting Cemeteries, \rbors, Lawns, &e.
.“.my
__

R. Y. GRIE & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

Board aud

begyi on

l^ufionff&ofyi yfaV, '“Music,

ing and Languages, extra.

For Circulars addre-s the

r
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V

I'articular attention
artiticial teeth.
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en to

true

copy,

Wareham Nail Co.'s Cut

Nails

4-Ml
In'

Robinson Iron Co.'s Cut Nails
\<.

i \ i

i

s

j

Old

with the will annexed, of the estate of
Monroe, late of lielfast, in the County of
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs,
lie therefore reipie-ts all persons who are indebted
to said deceased’s estate to make immediate pay
inent, and those who have any demands thereon, t«>
exhibit the same for settlement to him.
A H IM.I > .). Mo.NKoi:.

Dental Plates.
making and in-erting

\

i u:
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SCRAP IRON.
75 NORTH ST
t’dao.'li
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II A \ NHS & CO.,
('ourt St., Poston.

inform his friends and
still continues to manufacture
and retail Crackers, Pilot,
Ship and Soda Plead, Os-ter Crackers, Pies, Cakes
and iliti'ferbread.
a new feature 1 will hake
•

s

to

customers that he
at wholesah

White Loaf Bread
even

afternoon.

I’.rmvn

Plead

un& ..F-

as

Ri99»>

Sunday
Cross st-

usual

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

Vl.l.
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tub <;ki:at j:kmki>\
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can

cured bv

Summer

ON

>.

proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received b\ the
proprietors, ft is acknowl-

THOS. E. BRAMLETTE,
and M.-111:1 ei- (.
\geut Ihil.L Lil.i t\
t,
Fublic Library Lint.line. Loui-\ 1S.• K
>

I

ciA^

edged by mam prominent
physicians to he the most
reliable preparation over in-

FISHERMEN!

Throat, Pains

ness

in the ( ’best and

Liver

Hass iV S!11o 11
X (a 1111 as,
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the
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GREAT DISCOVERY!

HEMMING,
FELLING,
CORDING,
RRA1IHNG,
TUCKING,
RUFFLING,
3
9
FAGGOTTING,
GUILTING and
EDGE STITCHING,
lM>.\r. a
silt Mil MM ICE
by a nice operator on
tin* Florence Sewing .Machines, at most reasonable
prices.

.r

III' all kinds IT I' AN 11 MAIIK TO OliUKl!. Par
liruiar attention paid to the making of tiKNTS
siiiiits a n 11 i.aiiiks' i:nui-:i; oak mi: ms.
STAMPIN'!! tor IlUAIOINti ami KMIIKOllIKKY
Done.
Agency for I’M ITER ICE’S PAPER PATTERNS
OF ti ARM ENTS.
A large assortment of Spring
St vh*s just received.
CARTER'S
PERFECTED
The
UEMMERS.
Rest Dress (ioods and Flannel lletnmer in the market. TRY IT, PRICE *1.00.
Attention
is called to LITTLE’S
NEEDLE
SIIARPNER, POLISHER and CASE combined,
for sharpening and polishing all kinds of needles,
and to the ( RESENT BUTTON-HOLE CUTTER,
cutting any size button hole. Examine them.
I lu* best quality of Cotton, Silk, Oil, Needles and
attachments for all kinds of Sewing Machines kept
constantly on hand.

*S"0PEN Every Evening until 8-30 o’clock
W.
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paper* for Patent.
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■\eeuteil «11,
HI ill).
ti-ITa-, With d*'>pat«h.
P.
:i »*l***~ mad*
t>. di-tei tiii:n t lie valnlifv and
utility•1 Patent
Inv nt ion-, and legal and othei *d
i‘* I’uler* d in all mattei
touching tin saint
"I'i* "I llu 'lailii- nt a n |. a'eut furni-lnd hv
uniting one dollar. A--igum-nt* recorded in \\'u*h
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Side,
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l'a«’ilit> for obtaining Patents
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TESTIMONIALS.
I n-gar.Mr
l.ddy a- one of the most capable
ami sinves-ful practitioner- with whom I haw- had
otlicial intercom-.
II API.I m MAn* >N.
omnn-iom of Patent
l ha\ «• n
hesitation in assuring inventor* that
they cannot employ a loan more competent and
and more capable *.f putting their an
plication- in a torn, to secure from them an eailv
ami favor’able consideration at the Patent Office
Kh.Ml Nl* hi llhK.
Late <.'uiumis-ioner of Patents."
"Air P. 11
l.ddy has mad* for me over TUIPT\
for Patent-, having bu.n successful m
.iliiio-t * vri'v >*a-e.
Such unmistakable proof «*t
talent
ami
great
ability *ii hi- part, b ads me ton*
*•'inim ii.l vr
inventors to apply to him to
procure
th. ir patent-, a- they may
-tire of having thine -i faith till attention In -i*. >v
l «>u their cases, and
at very reasonable charges.*"
,h»HN l
l\
hoston, Jan l is;

trustworthy,
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SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass.,
And Hold by Druggists and Dealers generally.

:ij>i*lie.,tious

H’S

*■

T

Up Stair
VM

K.

MORISOM, Agent.

50 Main Street.
Morlson’s Hardware Store
Belfast. Me.

Over Carle &
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DYE HOUSE!
An

NiAii.iNi. Kk.mkid
known root- and lu ri*- m

limn t lit
prepared
tin- u.»rl«l

l

AT TIM-.

I i: 1

«.

Maine.
Augusta,
irst Fmiiiimi at lla me Mate Fair,

Atunleil I

t

«•>
s

nil w ith tear
tart from their

1 ill his throat is all sore, and so raw that it !■!••. -I
When Adamson’s Cough Pal am is all that In- m-<

“ftJT

Co, tell the Afflicted and ami all that you

and 75

DYE It 'HI ('I.EASXEh

r

my:,::

< oat', I’m lit s ;i ii.l Vests t
lean*f<A
Dwd. Biowii, Black. Blue black >*r Indig... Blue,
and press.d rends h.r w> n:
Carim-nM Ke
pairing dull* at »ho not in
Kid (lime l>. d Black, or < han.sed, every da'
Aho m ss goods «.!• In-us s doth* dyed and finished ii;
the best manner, at \ I ,K\ Li >\Y I'KICKS.
o. >d*
-eat every Mt>M>A\.
Agency at
f
Wells’ Milliner;, anil Fancy (Pio.U Store No \?
.Maine Street, Belfast N|e
lvlP

.flit'' t .urnirlit'.
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Pure Bl*

meet.

cents,

Large bottle-- the cheapest
F. W. KINSMAN, PROP’R.
Water Street,
Augusta, Maine.
Foil s- iu: nr 11.1. lHinwisT.'t. !>>■•»
.‘{a

PeMored.

(j

That it is made by Frank Kinsman, Water Sire* t,
Where he keeps for sale, the cure of all ill.-.
Ilis F.lixir for Rheumatism, and Adamson's Fills.
Price

“S3

.1

No medicine yet that lias ever heen -old
Is equal to this for the cure of a cold
All difficult breathing and tight m ss of die
Is promptly relieved, and the patient ha- red.

It is 1! a

a.

m op- ration is seen
Mi the Flushed

1. it at oui
ppi’fintin'c can
i- nt.
ilcais ai.o
111 -pelhiip dai l» in.
li fkl. s
Jan.
a:.,•

powcrml inJbi.

Sipi

ornplexion.
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rely Vi
1

and F.\citcI•

..i

in :•

an

Pimple*,

spots. Drives away
mid hv its gelith but
tie- laded cheek with

os:

YOUTHFUL BLOOM AND BEAUTY.
•“•'1'* *’> “B I »I'K.fi.i 1 ai.J
Fancy Htorea. Dcuul
Cj Park place, N,v. York

BISHOP SOULE’S

LINIMENT

1 a positive cun- Ibr Sciatica. Uheiunutism. Neural
yia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Coords. Paine
Hack, Sprains &c. It has cured caso-s e-inn up b\
physicians us hopeles anh is rm, n\i.\ ckkjain
till-',
ini: Si 1 ,vi H A.
Try It. it will cun- \ou.
Ylw ay procure lar/je bottl»-s tor severe cfpe
l.aryc

CAIUT
BE

CURED,

AND

bottles

s? 1..'ll»

drupgist[
Boston, .M

Hook.”

>.

small bottles
rC.
Sold h\ all
\\
in l»i:i; .N SON. Proprietors.
Send tump lor **lloi *i-.th»u>
asm

!

Belfast

“A Penny Saved is

YOU

AND

VILL BE

I
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ni.i.r vst in
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WOODOOCK.

SAM l 1.1. WAII1) it

CONVINCED!

|vinM
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l-roi>r’». li.jsli.n

e Sr/^-M

agent,

FOU

N. H.

$1 per Pottle. For sale by our agents,
S. A. HOWES & CO. Druggists, Delta

(i. W.

Price
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MAN I-'OHII Pluck
t.
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Agts,
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Boston Pure White Lead,
Dry and Ground in Oil.
AND CKOFND /INC, I.ITHAKCK, KKU
l.F.AD, l.F.AD PICK, SIIKF. 1 l.F.AJ), UN
I’ll'K, TIN LINK!) FIFK. IKON F1FF.
AND F1TTINCS, PI MI’S, &t\, Ac,
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground tu oil,
we warrant to be
pure, and i.t akanhc*
that for fineness, body mid curability, it is uot sur
ad
la
in
the
cither foreign or
market,
passed by any
DKY

strictly

circulars of testimonials, Ac., address the sole

FRANK E. INGALLS, CONCORD,

»l:

H CHADWICK & CO

dn5

Disease.
For

\«

BOSTON.

M

The Heart. Regulator Inis been recommended by
many physicians, and is allowed by all who know its
value to he just what we claim it -a Cure for Heart

Earned.

Otlice 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,
t on

Till AX,

Penny

BOSTON LEAD CO.
J

WILL DO IT.
A

a

KIMS ITS made on or before the l*f it any
mouth, will be placed upon interest every
mouth, .except May and Novelilbei and the lUtere-t
computed upon the -aim* in dune and December
ldeposits received dails at the Banking Kooui, from
Iturdays tYoui «| t
‘Mil 1.* A
M and '.'to ll‘ M
1" A
M
\ I At \( 1., I’reCf.
.Ioiin II. (71 imitv. t r. aBelfast, duly ! i. I'."

HEART REGULATOR
XT

Savings Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

lyrdoeou.

DR. GRAVES

GIVE

U70

EMILE BARBIER, Proprietor.
I'hi well know u Ntabli-hnieiit, w ith it- adnuruWv
11 11*--, i- .•oiidin'l* d by
first clus- f-PLV ft
I * v n g and Cleansing done in u manner t«#
l»Y!.P
give PI. PI Id \ > A l isi A( 111 IN
Ladie-" l)res-es. Sac.pie-, Velvet, Kihbous, &.*
lived, Chaii-itl ami Pressed without ripping *>i
taking oil'trimmings. Luce Curtains cleau-ud and
iloiu e.jual in ticv\. t arp« ts < Vun-ed and i£ dot

mi;|.

Why should a man cough till hiAnd strangle amt stnwn till tin
spheres

<T A R M ENTS

j

i-:i >1 >v.

ii.

No. 76 State St., opposite

allays irritation,
removing tile cause ot
complaint.
vnt.i>

.t

Solicitor

and

uKi

ill

.<

\\l> I'oia’.K.N I'aTK.N I’m

it.

thus

ill ro.M.Mi UCI \i. si
lio'ton. il.i".

| .|
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A MUM* A\

Lungs.

lungs,

& G. W. LORD,

a

i-

Ac.
Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
(lough, and lea\ e the cause
behind, as is the ease with
most
preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the

<

!

'■

Complaint, Bleeding

at the

Salmon, SInn I,

or

I

•,

(roup. Whooping (Ynigh,
Intlucnza, Asthma, ('olds,
'"sore

Lloyds

1
\l‘l M\ I*
.< " »l *ll.l..
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11
,\| trill.- I!»-1, t ,r J.„
-1 .J
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... 'ii l.lo
\\
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111.
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•i«
*.1 \um-i n an l.l-od- in tin ul".>v
district
l"H\
II
lvI\i<.
HA
11 r
iii'ii. •*» ic i* t \
V nuTicuu i.iu) <l»

in the most
severe
ot ( Ymghs, Bronchitis,

rases

UNhiI.N, -itM

I

Amerieui

:VVv.l^

troduced lor the relict and
cure ot all
Lung complaints,
and is otiered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over Ibrty years.
When
resorted to in season it seldom tails In (.‘Ifeet a speedv
cure

for 1873

Arrangement,

AND AI TKI! .11 l.\ vl l*a
I || lius will
H‘ li.i-1 r• i- Ho-1.mi I’ortluud Uhii^mI' uni
ill imi rmctiiatM -lotion- > \ M an,l : ."1* M
l ..r
In -an. I
i-1 mu alal I >an\ ilh- .1 unction
V M
I rain- ",ll i.
din
in lla-t 1
and
1* ^

a

timely resort to this ,standard preparation, as has been

two

>f !.»<•>( ijualiu ami low*' I price-, alw a\
oiihKKs I-'ILIJ.H v i sih »i: i \< * 11<
a Call In-lore ileciiliu^ In-n lleiv.

ii.

for

CONSUMPTION

■

1

u.

on

lor Sale on LIBERAL
and EASY TERMS.
1
Machine Stitching of all
kinds, such as

j
j

*>.

t iMini

mux i:

o

BAKERY!

VI'.
and sell

.May,

•'tmt.

any other Hand In.-truim nts, which with

RIGGS’

MAKCCS

\

\ ,-uiji

1,0.,

aeli,
each.
e:e-h,

or

[Opp.

the court to be informed that he was lawfully mar
ried to his wife. Clara M. Wellman, at lVpperell,
Mass., on the l .'tli day of October, 180V; that since
their said intermarriage your libellant has behaved
himself toward his said wife as a faithful and affectionate husband, but that said libellee regardless of
her marriage covenant and duty, without justifiable
cause and without intent on the part of your libellant
to thereby procure a divorce, in
1871, wholly
deserted your libellant, and has continued said dosertioii to the present time; and has repeatedly informed your libellant that sin* shall never live with
him again; that your libellant has resided in good
faith within this State for more than one year now
last past; and that said libellee now resides in I'ep
perell, Mass.
Wherefore your libellant prays that he may be di
vorced laoni tin* bonds of matrimony existing between himself and his said wife, and as in duty bound
•will ever pray.
MAKCL’S C. WKLLMAX.
Belfast, August til*, 187-t.

!

1

Uu.-s
.1

e'.ooo

Orchestral; in fact all instruments in common
Violin and Ouitar Strings, and all Musical Merchandise will he found in plenty, variety, and at
reasonable prices, at the store of

l'o thr JJonoratilr thr ,JUsti(‘rs oj thr Sll jirr nn
ludiriitl Court, nrxt- to Ur hnh/rit at Jir/fost.
within and for thr County of )l <i/do, on
tlir third 'Tursday of Octolwr uoxt.
C. WKLIiAlAN, of Morrill, in the aid
County of Waldo, respectfully libels and gives

*

i[!>»• I.KI.Ni

«

use.

next, that said libellee may then and there appear,
if lie see lit, and show cause, if any In* has. why the
praver of the libellant should not be granted.
J. O. Bit 'IvERSON,
s. ,i. »
A true copy of libel and order thereon.
Attest -W. O. I-'RYE. Clerk.

<

'' ill U".I
I. mi ua.l W halt. I
’ll .iai. i", it' 1
amt I
1111•
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t',,r li. .i*kl:tu*i.
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Mii 1111 ul-' .1 kin -1n>i t atul .Marhiasjiui r
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Mania
■ihil I hiu »lav nmriiiim- ai
.‘clock, aim my iu
1 "i ilami
am*
i.n*
11u^ with the Puli
man Night
l tin
.ml rail. Mulling Traits la

to

all

Vacation, Sept.
)
l’juni tin* foregoing libel, Ordered, That notice of
the pendency thereof be given to said libellee by pul>
lishing an attested copy of the same, with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, a public newspaper printed ut Belfast, in
said County, the last publication to be at least thirty
days before the term of the Supreme Judicial Court,
next to In* holdcn at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the third fuesday of October

-'lt-:uut*r

*

PRICE OF TICKETS
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Whole tickets $.',11 11 al\ « $•’
I elll llS.
|<!l ( nil
| j.-j,
pon, $b; Kh-ven W hole t ieket s tbr -‘.no,
4-1s tor $1,000; 11 : Wind.
1 ieket
..
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Whole Tickets for $ lo.oou. \o di ;ci>ulit on h- -than
$Vo worth «*f Tickets at a time.
I ieket s now realty tor sale, a in I a 11 order- ace. >m
pa
nied by tin moms prompt!1. tilled
Ibb. i.11 loin
aill.
given to those who buy to .11

•'•111

■

..

llu-

Tin* distribution will bt -posit i\e. w lo-t In
all tin
tickets are sold or not, and tie' I Von il; a!! j, u m
proporti4)ii to tin- tickets old

H
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k
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iV r Kuujfu tu
i .Mu'.-inv ilic. J i. f.. r, >,Ul ?
I'.nek-port. \\ intorp.tr
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\

AVON 1V1FG. CO

ticket-holder

>TAL, U.ooo (.III',
amounting to

KILBY.

voninjrs.

I M’kland. « aind.-i
l’"i»it,
lM,|-f’ v: 11111
11 nmp.i<*ii.
!*• i.irnina w id !«*;* v • Hunjfoi ..... M
udav, W... t
n.
day and I- ri*ir»;. luorniut- at '•
i.-.'k. ton.-hina
ii:- ii-.
n.tin. .I landing',
arriving,; in Portland
I or tnrt In
lock, I Tl
particulars impd
!•
«
M >tu".!iv,icf
■5:• Ti:•
*tr« of
•;
'.tit. aJ A^.-nl
'"N
Ve nt tor liolta-t

i-

i:i.

WALDO SS.—Si i*. .It i>. Corin’. I
In Vacation, Sept, 8, 187J.
\
Cpon the foregoing libel, Ordered, That notice of
the pendency thereof be given to said libellee by
publishing an attested copy of the same, with this
order thereon, three weeks successively in the liepublican Journal, a public newspaper printed at
Belfast, in .•'aid county, the lust publication thereof
to be twenty days at least before the term of the
Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on the thin!
Tuesday of October next, that said libellee muy then
and there appear and show cause, if any she has,
whv the prayer of the libellant should uot he granted.
J. O. DICKKKSOX, i. s. .1. <
A true copy of libel and order thereon.
Attest—W. O. IKY K. Clerk.

A-i'

C.

I«’:iili'< ■;mI \V lul l', Portland.

odm*sda\ and Frida
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Mustang
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4lisplav ever \vitncssed in tlii countr\. ; le nop
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II.
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-onimen.le.l. the

iv

LINK
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Tilt.J,

i.

Cornets, Altos, Basses,
or

tin* part of your libellant to pro
cure a divorce, deserted ami abandoned vour libellant
and has continued said desertion to the present time.
Wherefore your libellant prays that she mav be
divorced from tin* bonds of matrimony between Iter
and her said husband; that tin* custody of her said
children may he given and intrusted to lier, and that
suitable alimony may be decreed to her out of tIn
Estate <»f said libellee, and as in duty bound will
ever prav.
1.1.1/ \ A. Sun T.I'oN.
Belfast, Aug. is,
without intent

4

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3d, 1873.
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CITY OF RICHMOND!

The Fourth «irand (i ift ('omvrt ri; hori/ed b\
iai act 4)1* the Legislatun tbr tie l-metit of he I’m'
Library of Kentuckv, will tak< n!a •. in I’ul.li.
brary 11 all. at Louisville. K\

lot among tin

MIL mu-t In- ,„o
Will
\Ufiu

not

MX.

Itiilty

..il

at. l...

is v<n,n to be, and the mellow noise of him who
So
pi act ices t he (’ornet is heard all nvi'i' the land.
he in haste, in the fashion, and in season, and pur
ch i>e the best sounding

A. Mol 1. I o \, of.)acksou, in said count y,
respectfully libels and gives the court to l»e in
formed that she was lawfully married to Eluathau J.
Moulton, formerly ol said .lack-on, now of parts tin
now n. mi the—
Is
and has by him
day of
lie following mimed children, under tin* age »,f
ttwenty one years, to wit;
Bora, l.ugene, ivf-r,
and Hattie M.
William II
that during said inter
marriage your libellant bus behaved her.-elf a- a
cha
:te
and allectionate wife, but that -aid
faithful,
libellee regardless ofthis murriuge covenant and duty
in -November, l.siM, without justitiable cause, and
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PUBLIC LIBRARY of Kentucky
12,000
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EXTERNAL WOUNDS.

of JOHN, BOS ION.

cor.

illtj.l I.
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A HAND IN EVERV VILLAGE
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'.Vao

I X S I 1 > K
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Iron Co.'s Shovels

Colony
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Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.

public notice to all
duly appointed and
taken upon himself the tnwt of Administrator, de
non,

R.

'•

subscriber hereby given
fpill:
Jk. concerned, that lie has been
bonis
Hollis

YV.

"ill i'-.i'i- 11« •! I :* -1 I •.. l!u-loi! «MT. Muluia,, \\ «-,t
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1 liui«l:i\ ami ITid.iv. at
•.'dock, 1' M.

I AIM. T< ) L< >S l'( )N,
LOW I.l.l

(il

ol the clock before noon, ami
they have why the same should

TI I P K I.( *('( I i, Judge.
Attest:- It. p. Kiu.i*. Ib-gi-t.r.
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I Ims. iUulrs

(iuardiau of the minor

AS \

DENTAL ENGINE!

Improved

ten

if any
be allow ed.

not

by which tin* process is rendered much less painl'u!
ami tedious than by the old methods. Teeth in-art
i'd in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, a< persons prefer.
He has tin* country right lor the use of
Dr. Folsom's

at

cause,

iow

tin* old stand >1
-Moore, eoruer ol' ( hurcli and
Has all tin* late-t
Llt Spring Streets.
inij>rmed instruments lor operating upon teeth, in-

cluding
MORRISON'S

Ul.\.\< >1.1 >S.

JOnNSON

S T !•' AM 1

Leeds, Robinson & Co.,

children ol <
K. Church, late of-in-aid
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented an
account of (luardianship for allowance.
< >rderi d,
That the said (iuardiau give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three Weeks -urcessive’lv III the
lb-pub
licau Journal, printed at llellast, that they may an
pear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at llefast, within
and for said ( ounty, on the second Tuesday of (>c

u\

DENTISTRY!
M
Br.

s.

P.

Capt.

A. J. HARRIMAN & CO.

8wii-

-At a Probate Court held at lielfast, within ami for
the County of Waldo, on the -ecoiid Tin-day ol
September, A. 1)., Jjvtl.

mul

J.

-•
ranee
.in-:, sm.
1«-!*• tui
mi:.

<

i

Capt.

h<.

i.i

.....

i.

■M-c
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Groceries, Grocer’s
Drugs, Crockery,
Wooden Ware,

FT1HK FALL TERM will

1va-

#«

„r

Successor to Dr. 0. MOORE.

receive

ADVERTISER

OWEN

FACTORY

.lni‘1 <i|Kii<-il III I-.I.. ..
1.V.M 1 (.III > I >>

ISrook-, s.-jit. I.

WALLACE,

Attorney

STORE!

S. I,. DODGE.

Ji«. 10 Maill St., ( S,to0ri!;l!t>."r ) l'dfasl,
GEO. E.

ITEW
VEST

JOHNSON,

n-- a

la.

HILDRE1H &. JOHNSON.

A.

Boston.
OR SOFI. ('HARMIN' i.
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
Jl
love and affections of any person they choose, instantly. This Simple mental acquirement all can
possess, free, by mail, for Si cents; together with a
Marriage (luide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to
Ladies, A queer book. 100,0uo sold. Addrt >s I
WILLIAM & Co., Publishers, Philadelphia.

It is r
in ail.
mutism.

ii

■

a!?..

Solti ill llt'l t'il't 1*\

HANNAH

MAMSTV
If I U ll L I
particulars

Relfa-t, within and for
the second Tuesday of

at
on

CROSS, formerly known as Hannah
Wilson, of Freedom, in said County of Waldo,
having pn-sented a petition that lu-r name may be
changed to Hannah Wilsou.
Ordered. I hat the -aid Hannah give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
"i'der to be published three week successively in the
R« publieau^ Journal, printed at Itelfast, that they
may ai>p*-ar at a Probate < ourt, to beheld at Relfast,
w it liin and for
id < ouuty on the second Tuusdav of

A*

THE

'lirrV^/n?\T MEN, <iiris and boys want
ed to sell our French and
American .Jewelry, Books, (lames, &e.; in their own
localities. No capital needed. Catalogue, Term.-.
&c., sent Fit»■:»•:. I*. (). VICKERY & CO., Augusta,
Maine.

a:

l.la. k-itill.
I'...-toil. M

C

ROCKLAND, ML.,

splendidly

ford, Cohn.

lift>

anti

ffc^r 30 Yf n‘ a ol

A

A t$*e !•:*•*• 1 Ik
ing Lluian .1

I

AS A 11 i C I! POl't II, Judge.
Attest —It. P. Fit 1J>, Register.

it* < ourt In-Id at Itelfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
September, A. l>., W ;.
1R\WFoRl> s. I- PK I < II F.R, Soil in law of
) Henry Staples, late of Stockton, in -aid County
»1 W aldo, deceased, having present* d a pot ition tiiat
hi may be appointed Administrator, w itb the will
At

Domestic Sewing Machine Co., New York.

to Poultry.
men copy.

costs

1

CAMBRIDGE
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CELEBRATED

WORLD.
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t iiijiiii It

Mamtlai
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SKXI) Kill! CATAl.iliil I

POULTRY

s T !<’ A M !•; If

citfim

dollar- ami ii|>\vai d~

on

FOR THE ADOVE

"W ante d.

A gents

lilt-

a

-M

ih..i

»t

a

\ true

WEEK !

\{iiiirni It

<

1'he

Millions of gallons have been
purchaser.
Wahlohoro. duly li. D; :. -t
sold and no accident directly
|
or indirectly—has over occurod
For Sale !
from burning, storing or handM‘ BSCK1 BLR Wishing to dose out hi.rpilL
ling it.
A biisine—• in Belfast, oilers hi- entire stock for
Tlio immense yearly loss to -ale, consisting of Stoves, Tin Ware, &c., ir., in
eluding Tools, Shop and Store.
The abo\»- is well located and presents
life and property, resulting
good op
tin- stove
portunity Tor any one wishing to carry
from the use of cheap and dan- busim-'-’in Belfast.
A. D. FUENfll.
tflo
Belfast, April lo,
P«-rsons indebted to tin- subscriber are requested
gerous oils in the United States,
to call ami settle immediately
\. D. TIIKNt H.
is appalling.
The Insurance Companies and
PJOBATE NOTICES.
Fire Commissioners throughout the country recommend At Probate ( ourt held at Itelfast, within and for
the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday of
the ASTRAL as the best safe| September, A. 1>. Is;.;.
1.1 A (
TL'RXKR, Widow of Charles Turner,
guard when lamps are used. J r late
of Muckton, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition tiiat Power may
Send for circular.
| be assigned her from the real estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said .Julia give notice to all
For sale at retail by the trade
tiersoii- interesteil by causing
copy of this order to
i>e published three weeks successively in the lb-pub
and
at
wholesale
generally,
by Mean Journal, printed at Reltast, that they may an
the proprietors, CHAS. PRATT [ pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Uellast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
I
& CO., 108 Fulton Street, New October next, at ten of tile clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any tle-v have, why the prayer of
-aid petition should not be granted.
York.

PER

dollars,

tell

j.ortaM.-

any

vet!!

subscriber otters for sale at a bar
gain the well known Hotel, called tin
MEDOMAK HOUSE. situated in this
village, together with tin- Stable and outSaid House is in
buildings connected.
good repair, delightfully and centrally located on tinbank of tin* Medomak River, containing
rooms,
well arranged for 1 In-comfort of guests. \\ aliloboro
contains dot to inhabitants, In- natural cent re for trade
ot lo surrounding towns, situated on the line of the
Knox & Lincoln ft. It., daily communication with
Boston by rail, weekly communication with Portland by steamer, and beingthe only Public House in
town, with a good business established, renders
this a very desirable point for a hotel. The LiveryStable connected with the house i< the only one in
town and no place in the State alfords a better opportunity to work a dozen teams. \ny person desiring
to
engage in tin- hotel business in inv ited to call and
examine tin premises, or address
.HHI\ E. MILLER, or
.)<>II N D. MILLl.lt.
Terms of -ah will In- made satisfactory 1<» the

TRIPS

Transcript. Post and t raveller of ,iuin*

Fire! HOTEL FOR SALE.
t

1 OUR

in

l>ai!y Advertiser, <ilo!>c.

t on

and will

best

: TWO STEAMEBS ON THE BOUTE

oxporiiiionisotVxtinifiiish-

account of which

an

Fire

Ids residence ill Mt. Auburn,

of

Taking

or

r.tui> in his

iiiif fires

1813. Arranpient for Hie Season of 1873.

Johnson’s

n:-

<i

Champion Force Pump and
Annihilator, used In Mr.

—

bargain

su-

|)n

n

KOR-

BOSTON & LOWELL

JS:

THIS CUT

Stand, situated in Brooks

—

—

April •-'(», 1S7.5.—tf’-JS

Village The Uun Horst-; with
stable in connection and about one
acre of land on which is a valuable
young orchard of grafted fruit. This
is tin* most desirable location in the Village. Also
one (BUST .MILL and one SAW MILL.
The best
privilege in the Village together with the land,
yards and conveniences attached. Desirable location
for a factory or mill of any
description. (Jrist mill
if applied
newly repaired. Will be sold at a
l°r soon. II not sold at private sale, will be put up
at auction on October 4th.
t erms reasonable.
linos 1
\
HILLS. Brooks, Maine.

Odorless!

Perfectly

Sole

his voyage,
& Co
suitable distance from his
Hocklaiul, July 1st, 187J.—tim52
c-.>n\<)\
except when near Eastport the
log permitted him to approach and take
her in tow.
D. BUGBEE & CO.
In this cautious way the two vessels
neared Segitin, when the weather being BOOK SELLERS
clear and some privateers in sight, C'apt.
ACCOUNT HOOK MANUFACTURERS AND
Blythe thought proper to tire a few blank ROOK HINDERS, Hungor, Me. Account Hooks ol
shots at his convoy tile more effectually to every description ruled to pattern, made to order.
1'iun’o Music, Magazines, tfcc., &c., hound with neatdeceive the privateers.
ness and
dispatch. Return freight paid.
successful
and
the merliiu.YJ
The device was
4W-A11 orders promptly attended to.
chantman arrived safely in Bath, whence
in due time her cargo was re-shipped to
Pl.Ei. ORIE&OO.
Portsmouth, Imt, il so happened that the
Dealers In
wind was easterly, and the sharp ears of
Lieut. Burroughs, who was lying in this Iron and Steel, Blacksmith and Quarry
Outfits, Ship Chandlery, Carriage
port with U. S. brig Enterprise, caught
Stock, Fishermen’s Goods and
the low boom of the Boxer’s guns, and
Groceries.
commade
sail
to
the
eastward,
instantly
Also agents for AMERICAN POWDER CO.
a
after
with
the
and
British
Rockland, July 1st, 1873.—flui52.
ing iij)
brig,
short hut desperate contest, disabling and
her
with
comthe loss of both
capturing
ST. CATHARINE’S
HALL
manders.
AUGUSTA, ME.
Mr. Tappan heard of the battle and its
EPISCOPAL SCHOOL, POP, OWLS.
result, and being anxious about the bill of
apt

.keeping

«

*

.having

Clou sterling to carry Mr. T’s vessel as
far as the mouth of the Kennebec, which
was as far west as he
thought it prudent
to
attempt to sail her. In pursuance of
this arrangement Air.
Tappan drew his
hill of exchange on London and returned
t" await tin' arrival of his vessel while

.<

Force Pump!

for Sale I

Property

m.

PLUMMER.

B.

a

■

■

Valuable

£

es

ie-t

at ire

Safe!

Absolutely

SiM lijsokt Lise!

X, L, SUPER PHOSPHATE!
For sale by the Subscriber, at West Win

ml l ira r

replied Horace, “I will
health with great pleasure,”

do."

•••■

ASTRAL OIL!

BRADLEY’S

At Lincolnville Beach, a one and
half story house with twenty-four acres of land,
about ten of which is good mowing land.
Enquire of
Capt. O. W. FRENCH.
Lincolnville, Aug. 2'», 1873.—tf8
a

;Exploding

healt li !J"
■No 1 don't."

■

fpun out the earthly glare.
tin shelter of riiv secret room.
done the universal prayer—
I Almighty.let Thy kingdom come.‘

m\
:*

h

w

House for Sale.

into it you refuse to drink

raising

-'

\

conic

hi- glass of water
Not in vv ater," answered Warren, "that
is mu tin fluid to drink a man's health in.
1 insist that you shall let me mix you a
1 will mix it with my own hands.
drink
I can assure you that no man in New York
understands mixing drinks better than I

r

Weak.
tli.aso

von

drink your

telling thus, that -irk.
id uprL'ht souls are open to Thy light:
est th- struggling ones, tin* strong, the
i■ -v•.

gold,
for

SUto ^bbertisements.

j!j, three young men amid the llatnc:
'ii li:s jirisoneis in the silent night:
Hi-s« in ant. e\ih*«l lor His name;
;:h ip always,
darkness light.

>

x.;

PRATT'S

mandef, and paying

the ofliecr $500 in
received back the bill of exchange
£100, which was found in the pocket
of ( 'apt. Blythe, as his body lay instate on
board the captured brig.
reception recently. It says, “Every perMr. Tappan detailed all the circumson present knows that simple lemonade
sc
the strongest beverage provided.” stances with minuteness, describing
was
under which he sufAnd so we print a little lemonade story in vividly the anxiety
fered, first for the safety of his vessel and
llii- connection:
lest the fatal bill of
••The laying of the Atlantic cable was cargo, and afterwards
the transaction,
celebrated by a dinner in the Metropolitan exchange might divulge
and his relief when he had it once more in
Hotel.
old
Xew
York
merchants,
Many
that it was difficult to
who had been farmers and country me- his possession,
the hale and vigorous narrator
chanics in tlieir boyhood days, were among realize that
was an actor in events over which time
the guests. One of the latter was Horace
lias drawn the veil of fifty-nine years.
Greeley, who occupied a seat near the preC. \V. G.
siding ollicer. When the wine was brought
on, the majority of the company drank
Mr. Greeley placed his hand over
freely
his glass, and refused to accept wine, saying he only drank water.
\\ anvu Poland, the proprietor ot the
hotel, tell much chagrined at Mr. Greeley’s
“Mr.
lie went to him and said:
action,

Simple Lemonade.”

Quaker Meeting.

The

3uH

(

III m il ST.,
Belfast, Main

American
ft^Jn order tu protect ourselves, we have adopted
our trademark an eight pointed red star, with our
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack
N»'H< geuuiuo without it
age of our Pure lead
lyTt
an

